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+

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 22
JOIN US FOR A FREE MOKSHA CLASS/60MIN.
4PM / RESERVE A SPACE ONLINE

ALL DAY OPEN HOUSE

FROM 9:30AM-6PM / FOR SNACKS + DAVIDsTEA + PRIZES!

HUGE SALE

30% OFF ALL RETAIL ITEMS IN STUDIO
20% OFF 10 & 20 CLASS CARDS (ONLINE+ IN STUDIO)

NOON CLASS SPECIAL: $10 DROP-IN

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 12PM / FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM
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Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice and
The Overcast aims to be this voice. In addition
to our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts
fresh and exclusive content on weekdays. All
opinions in this publication reflect the author of
the article, not The Overcast.
COVER CREDIT: Joel Upshall
UNCREDITED ARTICLES: Chad Pelley

theovercast.ca

2014 was the year we launched and established
ourselves; 2015 will be the year we branch
out into different forms of media. Our new
website has 12 tiles, each leading to a different
resource, including these new features:

OVERCAST RADIO
Overcast Radio aims to be Newfoundland’s
non-mainstream music station. With a balance
of 40% local music to 60% upalong, you can
check out the very best in both local and notlocal music, side by side, all day, every day.

OVERCAST TV
We’ve acquired all the gear to branch out into
web video. We will soon have a few regular
web series running, alongside some one-off
mini-docs and live performances.

OVERCAST PODCASTS
We’re starting off with two different podcasts.
Our leading podcast, None the Wiser, is
modelled after This American Life or The
Wiretap. Produced by Annie McEwan and
tentatively hosted by Bryan Power, each
episode will explore a single topic, and the
encounters of locals with this topic. Our other
podcast, The Overcast Fiction Podcast, will
have a local author choose and read a piece
of short fiction by another author, with a little
discussion before and after the piece.

THE BULLHORN
Share your anonymous confessions, rants,
“I Saw Yous,” lost & founds, and whatever else,
on this bulletin board style thread.

COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY
EVENT LISTINGS

THE ST. JOHN’S
DINING DIRECTORY
Browse and review every restaurant in
St. John’s, organized by food type and area.

AN ARCHIVE OF OUR
MONTHLY ISSUES
Read our current issue, or any issue in our
backlist, as a PDF. As well, you’ll find digital
links to individual articles in the current
issue to share online.

Check out what’s up every night of the
week – and add your own events so no
one misses them.

Where to
next?
They’ve been to P.E.I., NYC, LAX and YYZ.
They’re right at home in Hobart town
and hike the equator round and round.
That tough leather? Well, we oil it.
Step right up to a Third World “toilet!”
Good in mud, good in snow.
No darn laces!
(They make you slow.)
Where to next?
Why ask?
Just go!

The Chisel Toe available
in Crazy Horse Brown,
Black, Stout Brown,
or Rustic Brown

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca
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Call DAD Any
Time: New Driving
Service Aims to
End Drunk Driving
by Taking You and
Your Car Home
Impaired drivers are the
number 1 cause of criminal
death in Canada. Here in
Newfoundland & Labrador,
we’re in the ballpark of 2,000
drunk driving incidents a year.

Marcus Tucker’s “Designate a
Driver,” AKA DAD, aims to help
curb these shocking statistics.

open arms. It’s an
like the “Double Jiffy” of days gone by: two

cab? They’ll take you and your car home.

in Alberta. He frequently used the service,

people from DAD will drive to where you

It’s a perfect service for the convenience

and thought it was too good an idea not to

are, and one will get out and drive you and

of getting yourself we’re you’re going,

implement here. So he took a break from his

your car home. The fee is pretty fair and

and deciding on a whim if you’ll drink.

job as an oilfield service provider, and has

based on kilometre count. It’s roughly 25%

It’s a perfect service for the times your

just about established the service here in his

cheaper than the option of cabbing home

designated driver decides to drink. And it’s

home province.

and then cabbing back to your car the next

a perfect service for the times a simple little

day. If a 5KM drive costs $10, instead of

get together evolves into the party of the

He was inspired by witnessing one too many

charging you 2 x $10 (what it would cost

year and you wind up drunk and need to call

people make the irresponsible decision to

you to cab home, and then cab to your car

good ol’ DAD to come get you.

drink then drive themselves home. He sees

the next day) you’ll be charged $15 instead

Designate A Driver as the final option or

of $20. So, it’s convenient and it’s cheaper.

Being brought home in your own car means

resource for the inebriated not to drink and

Thanks to this great new service, you can

not having to walk or cab back to it the

drive – between cabs, designated driver

consider yourself even more of an asshole

next day. The cabfare savings alone are

friends, public transit, calling a friend, and

to be driving drunk in the city.

home. She says it helped her to talk about how
was something that should be covered up. "It
contributes to the feeling that it's something

every year. That’s close to one

Davies says because of that shame, many

afraid to talk about it?

driving your drunk self home.
How does it work? It’s simple, and much

to be ashamed of. That it's something to hide.”

every week. So why are people

car home, there’s just no reason to justify

A Driver here with

to Newfoundland after seeing it in action

from suicide in this province
local ending their life here

welcome Designate

idea Marcus Tucker decided to introduce

and why her son died, but others felt suicide

On average, about 45 people die

now, calling a service to drive you and your

How does DAD differ from just calling a

Media and Mental Illness: Sheepish
Reporting on the Matter is Perpetuating
the Stigma of Depression and Suicide

BY AMY STOODLEY

reason enough to

families find it hard to acknowledge the death of
a family member who died by suicide. “It's that
stigma that we have to get rid of."

child to cancer, while that child is in the hospital

Davies says the media plays an important

that child gets visitors, flowers, and gifts. If your

role too. If a suicide happens in public or is

child is in the Waterford, your child doesn't get

newsworthy, people have a right to know and

many visitors, certainly no flowers or gifts, it's a

media organizations have a responsibility

different outlook. You're shunned."

to tell them. But it must be done with great
sensitivity. The World Health Organization

Suicide was removed from the criminal code

says media plays a significant role in

of Canada more than forty years ago, but

preventing suicides. It warns that vulnerable

Davies says people still think choosing to
end your life is committing a crime. “It wasn't
that long ago in this province that a person
who died by suicide couldn't be buried in
consecrated grounds."
Davies thinks suicide “should be an everyday
word. The same way cancer is. And it has to
start with the first responders"
In December, police asked for the public’s

people may be influenced by the report and
could imitate a behavior.
CBC is also conscious of the copycat
phenomenon. Its policy on reporting suicides,
according to the Journalistic Practices and
Standards says to “avoid describing the act in
detail or illustrating the method, and consider
the risk of glorifying this behavior or of
influencing vulnerable people.”

In 2009 she started a support group to get

help to find a missing 70-year-old St.John’s

people talking. Within the group, Davies

man. Media outlets reported the man missing.

Public police statements say the death is

says families talk openly about loved ones

A few days later, his body was found. Police

"not suspicious in nature." If the deceased’s

who died by suicide. But outside the group,

determined the death was “not suspicious”

other things that attribute to a suicide." She

passing is newsworthy, the reporter won’t

many feel they have something to hide. "Your

and the story ended there.

says people need to shift the way they think

give the cause of death much attention,

husband or child who died by suicide died

because people in despair may be influenced

from an illness. The same as anybody else."

The obituary says they "died suddenly."

18 years old when he hung himself in the family

just because somebody else has. There are

about suicide. "For every thousand people,
When the investigation into a sudden death

there's a thousand ways to die. People die

is concluded, police release very little and

in all kinds of ways and it's unfortunate that

Davies says for her son, mental illness was like

what they do say is cryptic. Tina Davies says

suicide is looked down upon as selfish, as a

any other terminal illness, but many people

avoiding the use of the word suicide reinforces

cowardly way out. There's nothing cowardly

don’t see it that way. “When someone loses a

the stigma attached to mental illness.

and there's nothing selfish about suicide."

by the report.
Tina Davies lost her son to suicide; Richard was

But as Tina says, "People don't take their life

Local Perspectives
Under the Gun:
Community Efforts
in the Face of
Violent Trends
BY LAUREN POWER

Is St. John’s getting more
violent? It depends on
who you ask.
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of violence, in particular, domestic violence
(youth violence, spousal and child, elder abuse,

FARE-Y TALES

etc.). They are not alone but rather a part of a

Spit on a Stranger

community which can provide support.”
“Moreover, the more people who are out in
the street, walking, visiting green spaces and
outdoor sports venues, the safer it will be for all
people to be out and about and the less violence

There are certain things taxi

we will see in our community,” she says.

drivers harden themselves

She then gave me the specific location.
“Sorry miss. Where you wish to go is a

to. Disrespectful behavior

$60 to $70 run, and at the busiest time

John's works to inform, encourage, and facilitate

is one of them. Sometimes

of night and week, I am not going to cut

public dialogue around civic issues in the city of

you’ve just got to walk away.

Non-profit community organizer Happy City St.

St. John's, though they don't have any initiatives
that are specifically focused on violence. Josh

Historically, there are one to two incidents

Smee, Chair of Happy City, says it is definitely on

of homicide in Greater St. John’s every year.

the radar. “When people talk about the liveability

Homicides really spike the Violent Crime

of their neighbourhoods at Happy City dialogues,

Severity Index, even if there are decreases in

their feelings of safety where they live and work

other types of violent crime. So, one murder

and play are a pretty big part of that. There's also

goes a long way in terms of crime stats, and

some people thinking about these things from

generally freaking people out.

an urban design perspective – how do we build
streets and neighbourhoods in such a way as

Using comparative stats, we can see crime trends

to make them safer places? It's an interesting

rise and fall from year to year, and the fluctuations

question for sure.”

in our position relative to other provinces – higher
than some, way lower than others. Depending on

Happy City welcomes anyone interested in

your perspective, violent crime in our city is either

getting local dialogue going about violence.

a rising tide or status quo.

“We can help people reach a bigger audience,
help with things like survey design, or connect

The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary points

them with partner organizations who are also

to their crime analysis and intelligence-led

looking into these things,” says Smee.

policing initiatives, as well as the public
confidence in the organization, for the increase

If macro ideas like community organization

in reports of violent crimes of late.

and city planning don’t calm your nerves when
walking alone at night, there are other options,

Comparative stats aside, stories of violent

like learning self-defence. Wen-Do is just one

crime can make a civilian feel isolated and even

of the organizations that offer self-defence

fearful. Is St. John’s feeling more violent? Most

training in the city.

rates that much.”
There was no warning. She spit in my

It’s late Friday night, downtown, bar

face. I was at first shocked, in disbelief,

closing time. People want to get home.

and then engulfed with intense anger. The

They’ve had enough. Some have lined up

initial reaction was to lash out. My body

sex and it’s time to claim the prize, while

shook with anger.

others just want to get some rest.
The young man jumped from the back
Beauty and the boy approach the cab. She

seat, hauled open the front door and

looks like she stepped out of a modeling

dragged her from the cab. “ What the f**k

magazine. He is young, handsome, and

is wrong with you! He’s only doing his job!

very muscular. She is obviously the alpha.

What is your problem?” he shouted at her.

He quietly follows.

He cursed some more.

No question such as, Are you available?

“I’m sorry, cabby. I apologize man. You

She just jumps in the front passenger

didn’t deserve that. I really apologize. She

seat. He, the rear. She is gregarious and

is usually not like this. She acts up when

loud with a shrill voice, and is obviously

she doesn’t get her way, but never this.”

drunk or high on some other drug.

He threw a $20 on the seat, apologized
again, and taking her by the arm, took her

“I want you to take us home, and I want to

away from the cab.

pay the price other drivers charge me.”
I’d almost reacted by grabbing her,
“Where is home miss, and how much is it

and throwing her from the cab. The

the other drivers charge you?”

consequences of that could have been
severe. No more nights at least for a

“CBS and they charge me thirty dollars.”

while. There is still anger inside.

people would think so.
“Women come to Wen-Do to learn more ways
to feel safe at home, at school, at work and in

against the trend?

our communities,” says Renee Sharpe, who
teaches Wen-Do’s 2-day, 15 hour course.

Several neighbourhoods have followed the

“We work from an anti-oppression, feminist

example of the Georgestown Neighbourhood

framework, offering a safe space were

Association. “As a neighbourhood

women and trans women identified, can feel

association, one of our goals is to build

supported when talking about violence

community,” says board member

against women… It's an incredible

Elizabeth-Anne Malischewski. “If

experience when you realize you

people know their neighbours,

are strong enough and smart

they are more likely to be able to
obtain help from them in the case

SELLING?
BUYING?
LEASING?
6835757

So, what are people doing to push

RickDavis

enough to defend yourself, right
now, just the way you are.”

Realty Specialists Ltd.

682-7653
rdavis@remax.nf.ca
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Drew Brown on the
NDP Leadership
Shuffle

as a means of weakening the Liberal surge
if it weren't, you know, the provincial Tories.
We're not exactly dealing with a troupe of

COMMUNITY POLL RESULTS

chessmasters here.

It’s Valentines Month: What’s one

That the leadership contest looks to be putting

Thing that Drives You Nuts about

the NDP back in touch with its working class

It's easy to slag Lorraine

roots may also turn out to be a positive twist.

Michael as having a terrible

Now that former FFAW president Earle McCurdy

sense of timing.

of the other people considered contenders for

Your Partner ... in the Bad Way

has stepped up to the plate – flanked by most
the job – the only question now is whether the

After all, it took her fifteen months – plus two

leadership will be a de jure acclamation or just

caucus defections and getting obliterated in

a de facto one. I'd wager the NDP wins either

five by-elections – to get the hint that she may

way. McCurdy is a veritable firebrand compared

have overstayed her welcome at the helm of the

to Davis or Dwight Ball and would likely bury

provincial New Democrats. It's not exactly clear

them in any verbal contest. His status as a union

what straw finally broke the camel's back, but at

boss, too, can only be an asset. Say what you

this point those details are mostly superfluous.

will about unions or their ties to the NDP, but
they provide a ready pool of eager volunteers,

For whatever it's worth, Michael had taken the

experienced organizers, and locally-connected

party to new highs – and, in her stubbornness

candidates in all forty-eight (or forty, whatever)

to cling to the reins, new lows – but her decision

districts across the province. It's doubtful this

to take a step back now demonstrates she can

will be enough to put McCurdy in the premier's

still tap into a higher sense of partisan duty.

office, but it does mean he'll put up a much

Better late than never for the province's social

better fight than the moribund Michaelites.

democrats, and all that.
A lot of work remains to be done to get the
As it turns out, Michael might have

party's house in order, but all in all, everything's

unintentionally picked one of the best possible

coming up Milhouse for the provincial NDP...

times to throw open the shutters on the party

which is honestly not something most of us

politburo. A week after she decided to step

would have predicted a month ago, or even the

down, premier Paul Davis announced his

week that Michael resigned. But then again, this

government would be moving to cut several

is Newfoundland and Labrador politics, where

seats from the House of Assembly. While no

the rules are made up and the points don't

self-respecting Dipper would ever admit it, the

matter and anything can happen.

likelihood that rural Newfoundland will take the

RANDOMLY SELECTED
RESPONSES

by the sound of the hamster running
around its excercise wheel after 1 a.m.”
– NOCTURNAL ADMISSION

“There’s just no need for how he chews his
food. I’ll find a reason to leave the room if

“It is magically always my turn to do the

he eats things like a banana.” – FOX EARS

dishes. To let the dog out. To get the
groceries. And magically his turn to go out

“His definition of ‘I’ll be right there’ is way

Friday night.” – BAD LUCK JIM

too off. Supper will be cold or the show
will be half over by the time he comes to

“He’s, like, Mr. Affectionate at home. But

my call. Or I’ll be waiting at work for a ride

super stand-off-ish with Public Displays

home. Just, his zero concept of time!”

of Affection. You’d never even tell we’re a

– TICK TOCK

couple when we’re out.” – ANON

“She’s a chronic complainer. She hates the

“Yes. Absolutely that his beard trimmings

food at the restaurants everyone loves,

are always all over my nice bars of soap and

every good TV show is in her mind “stupid

toothbrush and everything!” – A.

or slow.” The couch we watch the movies
on? You got it – too lumpy, too weird, too

“PUT YOUR PHONE AWAY MAN, I AM RIGHT

broken in. It’s hard to feel like you’re in

HERE! THE INTERNET IS GOING TO CARRY

the perfect relationship when you’re with

ON WITHOUT YOU FOR AN HOUR AND

someone who sounds like she can’t stand

THAT’S OKAY!” – DONNA

anything at all she comes into contact
with.” - DATING DEBBIE DOWNER

“She fails to recognize her approach to
handling conflict is startlingly similar to her

“Name dropping. We started dating

father's. Mentioning any link between her

brunt of the cuts might contain a silver lining for

Anything except a functioning democratic

the historically urban-driven party. You would

because I thought this man/woman was

and her father is taboo. Doing so will lead

system, anyways. But if we can't have one that

almost believe that this is part of a clever game

cool. All the name dropping just makes this

to silent treatment (wonder who taught her

works, I s'pose one that keeps things interesting

by the provincial Tories to strengthen the NDP

person seem like they’re trying to be cool

that one?) or to withdraw from the world in

is alright too.

by association, of who they know, versus

her bed (a technique she learned at a young

being cool for who he/she is.” – ANON

age to cope with the same Daddy-behaviour
she now perpetuates).” – LOVING ON THE

“WHO LOADS THE DISHWASHER WITH THE

SIDELINES

KNIFE BLADES FACING UP!!! It’s almost a

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

deal breaker, and she won’t change.”

“Give him a few beers and he talks too

– TO BE STABBED YET

much, about nothing really, just likes to
hear himself talk.” – SHHH

“I guess what drives me nuts about him in
the bad way is he won’t love me back. And I
can’t give up loving him.” – LA LA LA
“At first I thought it was cute a woman her
age had weird pets. Now I’m just irritated

MARCH’S COMMUNITY POLL
NEEDS YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE
BURGERS IN THE OVERCAST’S
TEMPORARY BURGER SHOWDOWN.
SEE PAGE 24 FOR DETAILS.
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More than a century passed before the
pioneer adventurer, showman, and self-styled

The History of
Mt. Pearl Like You’ve
Never Heard It
It sure feels longer, but Mount

Western Bayman Xavier King Cocksauce next
attempted the hill. Given to fits of paranoia
and a committed kleptomanian, the buckskinclad King Cocksauce slipped away from
camp under cover of darkness with all his
team’s horses. Those left behind stayed where
they were to and established Goobies. King
Cocksauce was forced to eat all of his mounts
but one, Bess, which he married, never getting

Pearl is sixty years old. As we

any closer to Mount Pearl than Paddy’s Pond

celebrate the community’s

where his descendants still keep a barn.

pithy history, exceptional

Elwood MacPherson, the private secretary

snowclearing, and elevation,

to Sir Richard Squires, was headed to Mount

it is interesting to note how
few Pearlburghers can locate

Pearl with incriminating documents and a

Kickstart Your Dreamjob
or Launch Your Career to
New Heights

WIN
10 GRAND
Towards Your
Grand Idea!

two year supply of whiskey after fleeing the
St. John’s riot of April 5, 1932. Frequently

The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,

disoriented, feeble-minded, and only in

or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald

office as a favour to his domineering father,

— our original $5,000 sponsor. For 2015, Chris O’Dea Realty and lawyer John

municipality its name. And how

the notorious bagman Boner MacPherson,

O’Dea have partnered up to double the pot to $10,000.

many know that the promontory

Elwood got as far as a friend’s countryplace

has yet to be scaled?

in Topsail where, over an emotional long

Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will

weekend of full-contact cronyism, he was put

solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need

in various patronage positions.

here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with

the mound that gives the

The first recorded attempt to “mount the

a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all

Pearl” was by an expeditionary party of Sir

During the Second World War, the United

about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,

Dudley Wigglinghama, a widely despised

States Air Force was to use Mount Pearl as a

bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The

contemporary of the more generally loathed

practice bombing target, even deeming it, in

Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your

Sir Humphry Gilbert – both uncles and cousins

jest, Mount Pearl Harbour. The project was

operation to new heights.

to the Queen and slayers of Irishmen. Arriving
in St. John’s harbour on the Bark Auld Slut
Sir Dudley, mad from knotty chromosomes
and ergot rye mould in the ship’s provisions,
said he would claim the high land to the west
in the name of Nancy. The remains of the
crew, showing all the indications of having
been cannibalized while still living, are buried
beneath the tennis courts in Bowring Park.

scrapped after the base commander at Fort
Pepperrell absentmindedly doodled some
racist cartoons of Newfoundlanders and
African-American servicemen on the back

Apply Now

of the top secret planning document.

Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your
grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a

The Lithuanian Inventor and static electricity

two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not

visionary Paavo Lepmets was awarded seven

winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:

million dollars by the Smallwood government in

submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 10TH, 2015

the hope of erecting a massive lint accumulation

Got a Great
Story Idea?
In addition to pieces by our regular
columnists, we often buy and publish
1 or 2 freelance pieces a month. We’re
after stories that are about 500 words
in length, on any subject that would fit
in the one of the sections of our paper,
listed in the Table of Contents. Get in
touch with our editor to pitch your
stories: chad@theovercast.ca

tower on the highest point of Mount Pearl. Fully
charged the great shaft was to have made the
entire northeast Avalon the only fully lint free

THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The Overcast’s staff will select the top 5-6 submissions. These top 5-6 people will get

jurisdiction in the world. But after cash payment

an in-person pitch to Dean, John, and Chris for their money. These pitches will be

for the project was delivered to a Munich

filmed so people on the web can weigh in on who they want to win, while they take a

address, Lepmets disappeared.

week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.

Persons wishing to climb it are urged to
exercise extreme caution and to contact the

NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, Chris, and John are a benevolent local businessperson, and

City of St. John’s for the appropriate permits

would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to

for, as with most things interesting about

an entrepreneur/organization/artist whose pitch impressed you the most, get

Mount Pearl, the hill itself is actually within

in touch. The more money in this pot the better.

the boundaries of the capital city.
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whole thing – because the actual
map of electoral districts will be

Bill
For …
Who?

different, while, simultaneously, the

42

scheduled programming as its 10-

recently won by-elections – or nominations

year electoral boundary review is

for aspiring MHAs – for seats that may soon

set for 2016 anyway.

fall into the abyss with oil prices.

number of MHAs elected to the House
of Assembly (HoA) is reduced.

BY MEGHAN MCCABE

Where did Bill 42 come from? In the

Instead of 48 members there will be 40 – with

middle of January, Premier Paul Davis

to the whole affair, as leader Lorraine Michael

the 4 guaranteed seats in Labrador preserved,

announced his government wanted to lose

said the legislation and process were flawed.

thanks to some “party cooperation” according

10 seats, down to 38 MHAs, before the next

Michael said amendments were being written

to some, “backroom dealing” according to

general election because the province needs

in the hallways of the Confederation Building

others.

to cut costs – that deficit isn’t going to fix

during the January 22nd marathon 19-hour

itself – and it would save roughly $2.5 million

session in which Bill 42 was finalized.

So, for example, if you voted in St. John’s

a year, or $10 million over 4 years if they act

Centre or Burgeo-La Poile your whole

now and don’t delay. It is a big deficit.

provincial voting life, you’ll have to pay

If all goes according to plan,
this province will look radically
different come the next election.

The three NDP MHAs were decidedly opposed

The organization representing the
province’s municipalities says it’s against

extra attention because those districts may

Liberal leader Dwight Ball has suggested

Bill 42, particularly concerned about rural

disappear and fall under new monikers.

cutting MHAs before. And, fair enough, our

Newfoundland losing representation in the

Members of the electoral boundaries

MHAs don’t represent that many people

seat reduction.

commission are tasked with drawing up

compared to other provinces. But it’s the

a new electoral map – because the HoA

manner in which this has all gone down – with

And members of the academic community

decided to kick 8 MHAs out of the club,

the Bill 42 compromise reached days later –

have sent a letter to the HoA calling Bill 42

meaning 8 districts gotta go.

that has dismayed, well, a lot of people.

undemocratic, asking them to drop it and take

Like a bride icing out certain family members

the time for consultation and public input.

been going down lately – with the word

If the commission can’t do that within 120

on the invite list, the PCs and Liberals cut

“Rather than improve democratic governance,

“undemocratic” being thrown around a lot –

days, and needs more time, nothing will

the number of seats in the legislature in the

the Bill, and the events of January 22-23,

and much of the conversation is about Bill 42.

change before the now confirmed fall election.

months leading up to the election so there’ll

illustrate much of what is wrong with the

Bill 42 changes the electoral system– the

Then the commission may follow its regularly

be less mouths to feed. Some MHAs have just

state of democracy in our province.”

A serious amount of political business has

Flight Centre has landed
in Newfoundland!

Here for you.

We pride ourselves on our passion for travel and expert
knowledge and look forward to assisting you on your next
vacation. Give us a try!

If you need assistance
please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Mention this ad to our Flight Centre Water Street
location and save $50* on your next vacation.

Flight Centre Water Street
351 Water Street, St John’s | 709 738 3815
*Conditions apply. Expires Jan 31, 2015. One (1) discount per booking. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Vacation must include roundtrip airfare from Canada and
minimum 3 nights accomm, cruise or tour. † We will beat any written quoted airfare by $1 and give you a $20 voucher for future travel. “Fly Free” offer applies only where
all “Lowest Airfare Guarantee” criteria are met but Flight Centre does not beat quoted price. Additional important conditions apply. For full terms and conditions visit www.
flightcentre.ca/lowestairfareguarantee-flyfree. FCWATER1114.

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East (709) 729-3651 georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East

@GeorgeMurphyMHA
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DON’T MISS

Secret’s Out

Anna & Tom’s
chocolate & dessert
wine tasting on Feb.
13th @ NLC Howley
Estates.

Alexis Templeton Pottery
is the City’s Sweet Spot for
Amazing Chocolate.

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Templeton has been developing her craft for

as an example. The beans in each region will

over 20 years, and continues to be inspired by

taste different even if they are from the same

both the creative and the technical challenges

country.” It is for this reason that Templeton

of making beautiful, functional pieces in clay.

has partnered with wine aficionado, Tom

“I enjoy throwing a form, and am fascinated

Beckett to host a chocolate and dessert wine

by the alchemy of glazing,” she says. “But

pairing on Friday, February 13th in the Tasting

it’s important for me to create pieces I know

Room at Howley Estates NLC.

people will use and enjoy every day.” Her
creative ardor is evident as Templeton shares

While Templeton carries an ever-changing

the process of creating one of her pieces. From

selection of bean-to-bar chocolate in her

the rolling of the clay, to the chemical balance

studio, for the more adventurous chocolate

of creating her own signature crystalline

lovers, she also organizes an online chocolate

glazes, you hear an intimate appreciation for

club. Eight times a year, club members can

every step of the process.

order from a diverse sampling of bean-to-bar
chocolate selected by Templeton herself.

While tripping down the snowy streets

Yet, as people pop in and out of the studio, it is

of downtown St. John’s, it is a delight to

not just the spectacular pottery that is on the

Yet, chocolate is not the only thing on

customers’minds. Tucked in the back, left-hand

Templeton’s mind throughout these cold,

seek refuge in the small, pottery studio

side of the studio is a section dedicated entirely

winter months. “I do two international,

to another of Templeton’s passions, small

invitational pop up gallery shows every year;

of Alexis Templeton: a master potter

batch artisan chocolate, or as it is also known,

the Feast of Pottery on Thanksgiving weekend

bean-to-bar chocolate.

and the March of Mugs on the first weekend of

and internationally recognized artisan …
and chocolate connoisseur.

March,” Alexis explains. Over the course of the
“Bean-to-bar chocolate involves small artisan

next two months, Alexis will make close to 200

chocolate makers that either import the

hundred mugs, and will receive another 200

cocoa beans directly from a farmer, or from a

mugs from invited, international artisans. All

farmer’s co-op which is a step better than fair

of the mugs will be showcased and sold March

trade. Some of the ones I carry are even treeto-bar, which means they start right from the

nice comfortable mug.”

Her exploration of fine chocolate developed

There is certainly a connection between

chocolate shops while on her travels. She
began to experience chocolate beyond the

February 18-21 | Arts & Culture Centre

“Even if you’re not a pottery collector, you like a

picking of the cocoa beans,” explains Alexis.

as she found herself drawn to specialized

Based on the novel by Wayne Johnston

6-7. “People love mugs,” stresses Templeton.

mass-market varieties. “That’s what I missed
here, having access to the great chocolates.
So I sourced my own, and now I have it all here
at my fingertips. I call it my chocolate hobby.
The craft is the profession. The chocolate is the
hobby,” she laughs.
To hear Alexis talk about the variety of
chocolate she carries in her studio certainly
excites an interest in learning more about the
complex process of chocolate making. From
the intricacies of the roasting process to the
length of the conching process that determines
the flavour, conversations around chocolate are
reminiscent of those around coffee and wine
and apparently with good reason.
“The language is the same with chocolate as it
is with wine,” shares Templeton.“You can talk
about terroir and the variety of the bean just

the complex process in the creation of both
chocolate and pottery which both end in a
product that is accessible and comforting. “It’s
true,” laughs Templeton. “Mugs are particularly
warming in the winter and so is chocolate.”
So, if you are looking to wow your significant
other with gifts of comfort and joy or if you
are simply looking for gorgeous pottery or to
sample some of the exciting world of beanto-bar chocolate, look no further, the Alexis
Templeton Studio has everything you will need.
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST

Crispy Chocolate
& Salted Caramel
Popcorn
By Melany Otis & Elisabeth Luther

This February, try some sweet
and crispy popcorn covered

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

in rich caramel and dark
chocolate, and salted with
Newfoundland sea salt. It’s
the perfect treat for all the
upcoming movie nights you may
be planning with your friends

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           

and loved ones this month.
Stir in brown sugar, maple syrup or agave
YIELD: 2 servings

nectar and ½ teaspoon Newfoundland sea salt.

PREP TIME: 1 hour

Bring to a boil while stirring constantly. Once
the mixture is boiling, stop stirring and let it

INGREDIENTS

boil for 4 minutes. Remove from heat and stir
in baking soda and vanilla. Drizzle over popcorn

8 cups popped popcorn

while stirring to coat it evenly. Spread popcorn

(1/3 cup unpopped corn kernels)

over a parchment paper lined baking sheet.

½ cup butter

Sprinkle chocolate chips on top of the popcorn.

1 cup brown sugar

Bake in preheated oven for 40 minutes, stirring

¼ cup maple syrup or agave nectar

every 10-15 minutes. Remove from oven and

1 teaspoon Newfoundland sea salt

sprinkle the rest of the Newfoundland sea

½ teaspoon baking soda

salt. Let cool completely before breaking into

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

pieces. Once cool, you can serve it or store it

½ cup semi-sweet chocolate chips

into airproof bags for up to one week.

PREPARATION

Elisabeth Luther is a food photographer
and the author of the popular food blog

Preheat oven at 250 F. Place popcorn in a

Homemade Hearts. Melany Otis is the owner

large mixing bowl and set aside. In a medium

of the award-winning catering company

saucepan over medium heat, melt butter.

Fine Food Factory.

o

Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

SUFFERING FROM
THE WINTER BLUES?
This winter try the natural approach
of Homeopathy for anxiety, depression,
and low energy.

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.
Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North
@dalegkirby
709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca
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Four Ways to
Do Valentine’s
Supper in St.
John’s This Year
BY EMILY DEMING

FEBRUARY 2015
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If there was an opinion to be heard you should

date to dress warmly and walk along the

T-shirt along for

have solicited it before now. Take him/her

Grand Concourse on your way to Churchill

leisurely hours

anywhere, but know where that will be before

Square. Help them find the fresh roses

of post-love in-

you ring the bell. Here are some ideas to get

(each with a small tag with their initials)

house movies and

your own date-gears lubed and cranking:

tucked into branches along the path. By the

brunch.

time they realize you are taking them to
THE BIG SCHMALTZ

the Pasta Plus beneath the Tim Horton’s to

THE ASCENSION

Make the reservation weeks ahead and get

share one banana split they will be so high

This one is car dependent but no

yourself in at Raymonds/Adelaide/Mallard/

on romance they won’t even care if you need

reservations necessary. A brown bagged

Chinched/Basho. Show each other off. If you

to borrow a loonie for the tip.

bottle of wine (for the love of love do not
forget your bottle opener) and take-out

bring flowers to the door before you leave,
your date won’t get the glory of envy. Hide

THE OUT-OF-TOWNER

from J Korean (spicy, exotic, delicious, and

those two dozen imported pink peonies on

Book a room along with your meal.

warm). Then take advantage of St. John’s

the counter in the restroom with your date’s

Surreptitiously ensure that your date’s cat’s

most romantic asset: the views. Head up to

name written large on a prominent card.

food bowl is well filled for the next eighteen

your favourite make-out … I mean, look-

you had a plan and that you

Let them walk, hair freshly double-checked

hours before heading down to Blue on

out. Signal Hill is the obvious one, but you

walk each other, arm in arm,

in the mirror, with an armload of blooming

Water, Magnum and Steins, or Oppidan in

can’t be shy up there on date night. Other

public love and a becoming blush of surprise

The Sheraton for a classy meal. Stick a new

options include Cape Spear, the pull-out

through it. Do not begin your

under chandeliers back to the table (and

toothbrush into a pretty bouquet of daisies

(*cough* *cough*) just above Outer Cove,

you), flanked by waves of jealousy.

to present with dessert, and suggest you

or that best view of town from Blackhead

take your after dinner coffee upstairs. Make

Road. Seat heaters a bonus, bench seats

It isn’t where you eat. It is that

date with this classic romance

11

killer, “So, where do you want

THE QUIRKY CUTIE

this suave move a real lasting heart winner

and glow-in-the-dark stars stuck to your

to go?” No. No No No.

No car and not much money? Warn your

by smuggling their favourite soft pants and

car ceiling a double diamond jackpot.

The Chains They Are a Closing: Why Local Restaurants Are Thriving
as Chains and Harbourfront Aberrations Are in Retreat BY CHAD PELLEY
Chances are, if you’ve had

Yes, every restaurant in this city is facing a

restaurants are doing, and as a very regular

Mallard Cottage or Adelaide Oyster Bar; you

the fish tacos at Adelaide, or

challenge: it’s expensive to get fresh food

consumer of food at downtown locales, I

can’t at chains where they have to serve

here; rent is ridiculous; it’s hard to pay a staff

know for a fact plenty of places are packed

previously frozen patties or country-wide

and still make a profit. But the vitality and

all the time. It took me a few tries to get a

franchise recipes that force a kitchen in St.

you’re not surprised to hear

vibrancy and selection of food in St. John’s is

table at Adelaide when it opened, and as a

John’s to serve ingredients not available

about multiple chains – like

at an all time boom.

regular patron, I know it’s a 50-50 chance

fresh on the island. I was recently invited to

they’ll have a seat most nights. Other places,

a supper at a restaurant I won’t name. The

brunch at Mallard Cottage,

The Works and Cora’s – closing

Any gloomy commentary on the fact some

like The Club, Chinched, or Mallard are busy

waiter said, as if to impress, “... and we make

their doors in St. John’s. Their

restaurants have been shuddering up

because they’re on trend: fabulous food, a

that pasta sauce right here in house!” Um,

ignores the cyclicty of the business. Ten

casual vibe, fair prices, and even the cocktail

I would certainly hope so. Any restaurant

years ago, places like Bianca’s are what

ingredients are fresh.

proud to be making something in-house is a

closures don’t mean no one is
eating out; it just means no
one is eating there, and with so
much choice in local restaurants
these days, why would they?

people considered nice restaurants – they

little behind the times. And probably the next

wow you with their luxurious space and

The reality is that our local restaurateurs are

to go. So be it – that’s evolution, only the

doting wait staff. But that time is gone,

acclaimed visionary entrepreneurs in their

strong and adaptable survive.

and so Bianca’s closed as a sign of times

trade. Take Jeremy Charles of Raymonds

(maybe, who knows for sure!) And Legros

– he was recently named one of the top

If you’re among those mourning the loss of

& Motti’s abandoned their warehouse-sized

50 Most Important People in Canada in

Cora’s in Atlantic place, this article implores

There is a baffling background chatter right

harbourfront aberration because fewer

Maclean’s, for the way he revolutionized

you to grab your next brunch at Blue on

now about the plight of local restaurants, and

people like that style of restaurant these

the concept of farm-to-table freshness, and

Water or Mallard Cottage. As for the works, I

it’s ignoring one glaring fact: all restaurants

days. That’s simplifying things, but, Bianca’s

sourcing local. It’s a philosophy followed

confess it was a tasty place, perhaps the best

aren't equal. In fact, some are bad, poorly

closing and Legros & Motti’s downsizing has

by all the best restaurants in town. You can

chain we’ve ever had here, but if you want to

conceived, or are simply outmoded.

no reflection on how well or poorly other

taste that mantra in the meals at places like

try a real burger, see Page 24.
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Damian Lethbridge on His Favourite RPM Challenge
Album of Each Year from 2008 ‘til Now
I’ll Never Tell by Other People (2009)

synth-pop.

I remember hearing “Maybe Roam” for the

I always

first time and being blown away by these

look

incredible falsetto vocal harmonies between

forward to

Grant King and Amy Joy. Fusing impeccable

seeing what

musicianship, quirky arrangements and

he will cook up next.

heartfelt sincerity, the band also went on
to play shows and released two more RPM

Songs From The Underside

albums Shady People (2010) and Secret

by This Is Terrible (2013)

Joggers (2011).

This is Terrible are RPM veterans and I love
they are hilarious, if you don’t believe me

Only 10 years old at the time, Nicolas Trnka

listen to “The Plight of Lawrencetontown”

scratch some lyrics on a napkin,

recorded this fun filled excursion into a

from this record. Second of all, they prove

and press record on whatever

world where fantasy meets the mundane.

that you don’t have to be great singers,

Simple keyboard and vocal ditties juxtapose

songwriters, or musicians to make an album

aliens, tigers, and superheroes against the

that people are going to love. Can’t wait to

have handy because it’s RPM

everyday hum-drum of brushing your teeth,

see what they’ve got in store for 2015.

Challenge time. Eight years

bouncing on a trampoline and going to the

Break out your old guitar,

sound capturing device you

have passed since Elling
Lien (formerly of The Scope)
introduced us to this awesome
event. In honour of all the fun
it’s been and continues to be –

comic store. Nick followed up in 2011 with his

Too Short, Too Long

more complex but equally as enjoyable Waffle

by Family Video (2014)

Chocolate Mayo and then vanished leaving his

Packed full of shimmering new-wave guitar,

untapped fan base wanting more. Every now

dry beats, and chunky bass, Family Video

and then I still have someone ask if I can get

sound like the lovechild of Eric’s Trip and

them a copy of his RPM albums.

Martha & The Muffins. This lo-fi masterpiece
was one of my favorites from last year and

Love Yawns by Sleepymouth (2011)

I’ve been a huge fan ever since. Family Video

So many incredible RPMs were released in

have been lighting up the live scene ever since

for the sake of it – I thought

2011, many of which were precursors to

with the occasional show.

I’d give a short overview of my

some pretty serious music careers around

to record an album in 28 days

favourite album from each of
the last seven years.

town (East of Empire, Steve Maloney). One of
the understated gems of that year was this
little emotive, dream-pop beauty by Dave
Greene. Atmospheric and heart-wrenching,

Welcome to the Good Life by

Love Yawns stood in the shadow of giants but

The Domestics (2008)

was too compelling to be overlooked.

Ian Cornelissen and Sandy May recorded this
lo-fi collection of country twang and sweet
folk harmonies on their laptop as

It Still Wonders Me by
Victor Lewis (2012)

one of the original 22 local
albums submitted in 2008.
Recalling hints of Lucinda
Williams, Cowboy Junkies,
and Townes Van Zandt, The
Domestics have since gone
on to be an actual gigging
band on the local scene.

ILLUSTRATION: PEGGY TREMBLETT

their albums for several reasons. First of all
Doin’ The Robot by NicolasTrnka (2010)

Victor Lewis was one of the
Ian and Sandy of
The Domestics just
had a baby girl,
congrats to them!
Keep an eye out for their
forthcoming album
as well.

original 22 RPMers from 2008
and has gone on to release
an album just about every
year since. Vic is a musical
chameleon with his fingers
into everything from 60’s
garage rock and 70’s glam to 80’s

HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT
DATES FOR YOUR RPM CALENDERS

If you haven’t taken the

RPM Warm-Up Karaoke Fundraiser!

RPM Challenge yet, this

Inn of Olde Pub, Quidi Vidi

is the year to do it!

Friday, January 30th, $5
It’s open to everyone and it’s a lot
RPM Kick Off

of fun. All you have to do is record

Rocket Bakery

an album of at least 10 songs or 35

Janaury 31st, 6-8pm

minutes of original music during the
month of February. Once your album

Last Gasp RPM Noise Jam

is complete it is to be dropped off at

Eastern Edge Gallery

Rocket Bakery on Water Street, by

Friday, February 27th, 7-8pm

noon on March 1st, or mailed to NL
RPM / PO Box 1044 / St. John's, NL /

NL RPM Listening Party

A1C 5M3. Sign up for the challenge at

Fixed Coffee & Baking on Duckworth

the website today: rpmchallenge.com

Sunday, March 8th, 9am-9pm
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Katie Baggs’ is Back with Sophomore
Album, Wonderful Strange
BY ALYSON SAMSON

If you’ve been looking for
something Wonderful
Strange, look no further.
Katie has been a staple in the
St. John’s music scene for

shadowy poetry and a chorus that chants
like a lullaby, coupled with Katie’s silvery
voice putting you under a spell.
Katie’s little land of misfit songs compiled
together produce a sometimes serious,

Steve Maloney,
The Once, Rob
Power, and Hey
Rosetta Earn
Multiple East
Coast Music Award
Nominations
The East Coast Music Awards

years and on February 12th,

“more substantial, complex, and less

she’s releasing her second

obvious songs than [her] previous work.”

have released the shortlists
for their 2015 awards, and

solo album.

In comparison to her last album which
was more reflective of a specific time in

Newfoundland has a fine

her life, these songs span years. “Silver

showing across all genres.

Thaw” was based on a poem she had

Strange and is comprised of all her

written in high-school, whereas “Fall

wonderful songs that were perhaps too

Away” is about her ancestry (some of

strange to have found a home on previous

which she made up). Each song has

works. She says that she feels the sound

its own story. Some of them - such as

is “still quite sparse,” but a growth in

“Lonely Road,” have had many lives

production and backing instrumentation

through many live performances with

are apparent, and, as she said - “what the

bands Katie has been a part of over the

songs needed.”

years, but each of them have finally found
a home on this album.

Produced by local music guru Jake Nicoll,
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Steve Maloney and the
Wandering Kind are up for two
awards as well – he has
been shortlisted for the
Rising Star category, an
award category in which
he has already won this
year, during the fall’s
MusicNL awards. In
between that award win
and these ECMA nominations, Maloney was
also shortlisted for – and runner-up for – The
Overcast’s own Borealis Music Prize. Maloney’s
second ECMA nomination this year is for

and sometimes quirky collection of

You guessed it, it’s titled Wonderful

/ THE OVERCAST /

the music video for his quiet gem of a song,
“Morning Break,” shot by Heavyweather’s
Adam Penney and Justin Davis.
The other local recognized in two categories
is classical music innovator Rob Power,
for both Classical Recording and Classical
Composition of the Year. On the other end

In fact we’re up for 35 awards, which puts us

of the musical genre spectrum, 2 of 5 bands

in second place behind Nova Scotia, who have

on the Loud Record Recording of the Year

a whopping lead at 101 award nominations.

shortlist are local – keeping the city’s history

(Is their music scene really three times more

of a solid heavy music scene alive and well.

voluminous than ours, or are we just lazy

Both The Combine and Monsterbator are

or blasé about submitting to their awards?)

nominees this year.

Haligonian dance-rocker Rich Aucoin leads
Other music award nominees include The

the pack with 6 nominations.

Secrets for Country Recording, Roz MacPhail
As for the local leaders, no surprise there:

for Electronic Recording, Sherman Downey

Hey Rosetta and The Once each have three

and the Ambiguous Case for Group Recording,

nominations – both of which are up for the

Duane Andrews & Craig Young for Roots/

Fan’s Choice Entertainer of the Year award.

Trad group, Matthew Byrne for Solo Trad,

Hey Rosetta are also up for Song of the Year

RocketRocketship for Rising Star, and Baytown

for “Kintsukuroi,” and for their work on that

for R&B Recording of the Year. The Thymes are

same song, Tim Baker and Adam Hogan are

also in the running for the music video of their

this album features a wider instrumental

Wonderful Strange started off as 7 songs

range than that of her previous solo

- but Katie added one more as a last

album. You’ll hear some of Darren ‘Boobie’

minute decision bumping the album up

Brown’s guitar licks and mandolin and

from EP to LP status. She’s planning to

guest backing vocals by Sherry Ryan, filled

have 10” records pressed for the album,

out with Jake Nicoll’s drum beats and Ilia

because like the unique tracks on the

Nicoll’s viola and vocals as she and Katie

album itself - a 10” record is a little

sing “The Violin” as an acapella duet. Only

different.

up for Songwriter of the Year. Kintsukuroi,

her violin and a pot of partridgeberry jam

Katie’s deadline to release Wonderful

broken pottery using resin mixed with

sound so sensible, with sweet simile: “red

Strange wasn’t imposed by management,

precious metals like gold.

awards, for which the following locals

bright partridgeberry notes, like jam in a

it wasn’t even self-imposed per se; she’s

pot on the stove top hot.”

expecting her first baby in March so she

For The Once, award nominations for Folk

House & Jud Haynes in the Graphic Design

wanted to make sure the album was on

Recording of the Year and Group Recording

Category, Wallace Hammond in the Live

If I were to single out one song on the

its own two feet before she was counting

of the Year came right on the heels of

Sound Engineer category, Kilbride Music in

album, “Always a War” took me away with

fingers and toes.

their Juno award nomination in

Katie could make a comparison between

by the way, is the Japanese art of repairing

catchy, creative song, “Lobotomy.”
The ECMAs also have a suite of industry
have been nominated; DC Design

the Management category, Tom Power in
the Media Person of the Year

the category of Roots and
Traditional Album of the
Year. It’s one more blast of
You can catch Katie Baggs and friends,
at The Ship February 12th, for the release
of Wonderful Strange.

recognition in a year that’s
seen them land a serious
record label deal and embark
on an international world tour.

East Coast
Music Week
will take part in
St. John’s from April
8th to the 12th

category, Fred’s Records in the
Music Merchant category, Scott
Hammond in the Studio Engineer
category, The Blue Room for
Studio of the Year, and The Ship
Pub for Venue of the Year.
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The Darts Return With Rocking

and loud, simple lyrics that would make your

New Record ZOO BY LUKAS WALL

and smutty love story, “Susanne” is a final

mother uncomfortable. With its stilted groove

ATTENTION
LOCAL MUSICIANS:
LIST YOUR SHOWS
WITH US B’Y!

standout that fits perfectly in the centre of this
set of dirty Darts tunes.

thick and fuzzy guitar chords and punchy,

ZOO is a fun, loud rock record that rocks

present, and crunchy bass tones. The gritty,

hard, yet slows down and lets up in the right

often shouted vocals rise out of the din, just as

places to let you catch your breath. The record

the bright cymbals ring out above the driving

is consistent with its fuzzy guitar riffs and

bit of a zoo.

drums. The vocals are also doubled at times

punchy bass lines, and flows well, as upbeat

by the distorted guitar, which pushes the lyrics

and hardcore songs balance with the more laid

over 15,000 hits a week.

On the band’s new album, called ZOO, all that

along and lends even more power and weight

back tunes. However, the album does feel a bit

Don’t you want to fill the bar

wild, raunchy, and raucous energy of a Darts

to the simple shout choruses that are built for

long and the textures and tones of the tunes

with all those people? It’s a

live gig is packed into fourteen tracks. The

live shows.

are limited, making for a similar palette of

simple little form, located

If you have ever seen local
rockers The Darts live, you
know their shows can be a

Our Event listings get

sounds across all fourteen songs. Despite this,

band’s greasy rock sound is on full display
throughout the record, as songs like “No

Among the standout tracks on ZOO is “Bad

ZOO is a solid and well put together rock record

here: theovercast.ca/events.

Discretion,” “I Faked My Death,” and “No

Lieutenant,” a fuzzy rocker that settles in to

that is certainly music to party to and music to

Alternatively add TheOvercast

Tongue” tell dirty and sexy tales of love and

a groove that’ll have your head nodding. The

piss off your neighbours with. The Darts are
always a party, and this record is worth a listen

EventListingsBot as a friend

debauchery. Slower, dirty rock grooves are

effected and dirty vocals that sit atop a great

balanced with hardcore driving punk tunes that

guitar riff tell of a rough and tumble detective

for its energy and guts.

make for a wild ride.

who can’t stay out of trouble, and the chorus is

on Facebook and invite
him to your events.

surprisingly catchy. Featuring another catchy

The Darts’ new record ZOO is available online

He’ll list them

The Darts also mix rock and punk with

title, “White Russian Abortion” is a full throttle

at thedarts.bandcamp.com, and keep your eyes

elements of blues and surf-rock, but keep

punk song that has everything a good punk

and ears open for live shows coming up in St.

for you.

a consistent sound across each track with

song should: speedy drums, driving guitars,

John’s in the future.

MIGHTYPOP
PRESENTS

RURAL
ALBERTA

ADVANTAGE
FIRST SHOW
SOLD OUT

ALBUM RELEASE CONCERT
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

8PM

HOLY HEART THEATRE

SECOND SHOW ADDED
DOORS
PM SHOW
MARCH 29 • 89 PM

LSPU HALL • 8 PM

ROCK HOUSE

FEBRUARY 23

DEL BARBER

FRIDAY FEB 20

ONE NIGHT ONLY

$25

incl. hst
& fees

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT MIGHTYPOP.CA
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Overcast Radio

Newfoundland’s Non-Mainstream Music Station
While there's nothing wrong
with Miley Cyrus and Katy
Perry, there's also nothing
wrong with a non-mainstream

Will my shop, pub, or store become

Curly Teeth” by The Darts, “Kintsukuroi” by

a better place if we play this station

Hey Rosetta!, “The Weight” by Jerry Stamp,

all day, every day?

“See Through You” by Old Bones, “Hollow” by

Yes, it is a fact that supporting local has

Pet Vet, “Nice Girls” by Repartee.

extreme karmic return, and is quite simply
hard not to admire. Many modern bars,

Not Local Songs

restaurants, and shops stream their favourite

“The Party Line” by Belle & Sebastian,

the very best of local and not-

internet radio stations these days. It beats

“Mouthpiece” by Dan Mangan + Blacksmith,

local music, side by side. That's

flipping a CD all day long, or searching your

“Calvary Captain” by The Decemberists,

iPod or Spotify for what to play next.

"Tired” by Elliot Brood,“The Ideal Husband”

radio station in town playing

the gap Overcast Radio will fill.

by Father John Misty, “Snake Fish” by Marine
But what about when I’m not near a

Dreams “Lampshades on Fire” by Modest

What is internet radio? How do I listen?

computer, how can I tune in!?

Mouse, “Madman” by Sean

Internet radio is to radio what Netflix was

Your phone is a computer. So if you want to

Rowe, “Happy Idiot” by TV

to cable a few years ago – a convenient

tune in in your car, just bluetooth Overcast

on the Radio,“Pointless

shift in how we use an archaic media. In a

Radio, or use an aux jack, the way you would

Experience” by Viet Cong.

nutshell, internet radio is a convenient way

for an iPod. If you want to hear some Father

to consume music with your computer or

John Misty or Amelia Curran while you

mobile device. With the click of a button you

shower or dice veggies this month, dock your

can access streaming music, 24-7, without

phone on an iPod dock and away you go.

having to think of what you want to listen to.
You can tune in via our new website, which is

How will Overcast Radio

launching on February 5 .

decide on songs to play ?

th

We’re creating a massive bank of really good
Overcast radio will be all tunes,

local and not-local music, and have radio

no talking, 24-7.

automation software set to pluck songs from

There will be no one on air, chatting. There

this bank of music in a very controlled, yet

will only be music, streaming 24-7. In time,

randomized way that will balance things like

we may very well have people manning the

the number of upbeat to downbeat songs,

airwaves, but for now the idea is, “Don’t

or brand new to older songs, or local to not

know what you want to hear? Tune into

local songs in appropriate ratios. In addition

Overcast Radio.” Unlike mainstream radio,

to this formula-style playlisting, every month

it’ll be very rare to hear the same songs very

we will put 10 new local songs, and 10 new

often, and there will be far less computer-

not-local songs in heavy rotation, so these

generated pop music by teenagers.

20 songs get a little more air time than most.

Why play both local and not local music?

IN HEAVY ROTATION THIS
MONTH ON OVERCAST RADIO

This radio station will be a great way for
local music lovers who don’t go out to postmidnight shows to keep up on local music.

Local Songs

But 100% local would have made this feel

“6 am” by Allie Duff and the Happy Campers,

like niche radio station instead of a source

“Strike the Band” by Amelia Curran,

for the best of both worlds: great music from

“Everything but the Needle” by Branch Ricky,

on and off the island.

"Drink & Scrape" by Maans, “Straight Hair,

/ THE OVERCAST /
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40%
LOCAL

60% Upalong

Win a $100
Fred’s Certificate

from our “Are You
Listening?” Competition
Throughout the month of
February, 1 of 4 “Are You
Listening?” questions will air
before a song, such as “What is
the name of the new Decemberists
album?” Have all four answers
to all four questions collected,
and email the answers to chad@
theovercast.ca by March 5th to win.

Retail
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A Fortunate Year for the Fortunate Ones
A Record Deal, Recording with Daniel Ledwell, Touring the Continent, and More

Catch The
Fortunate Ones
@ Holy Heart
on February
20th

BY RYAN BELBIN

Harmony happens when

we’re driving through the Rockies, or we’re on

to mixes that Dan was sending back and forth

your partner,” O’Brien laughs. “People that are

disparate parts form an organic

a flight to Carolina, or we’re sitting and writing

to us, in headphones, trying to listen to the

in a relationship together that have separate

music or preparing for a tour, it’s not lost on

most detailed and intricate elements of the

9-5s, it’s different. We are in each other’s lives

us,” O’Brien says.

songs, while competing with 18-wheel trucks.”

100%. We are very lucky in that we work really

The Bliss was recorded last February in

When The Bliss drops, it will be released on

band, and we both know what we have to do,

Daniel Ledwell’s studio, on the edge of Lake

Old Farm Pony Records, launched by Rose

day-to-day. When we hit the road, that’s where

In 2011, Andrew James O’Brien and Catherine

Echo, outside Halifax. The band was drawn to

Cousins, no stranger to the east coast music

Allan were playing in Andrew James O’Brien

Ledwell because of his work with Jenn Grant

scene. “She said that we kind of reminded

that work pays off,” Allan adds.

and the Searchers, and released the much-

and Don Brownrigg, and loved that the rustic

her of her when she was just getting going,”

praised Songs for Searchers. Their searching

studio complemented their musical vision. “It

O’Brien says, noting they were friends (and

paid off: they reconfigured as a duo, got signed

sounded like that would be the perfect setting

fans) before signing. “With this relationship

to a Rose Cousins’ record label, recorded

for us to get away and go focus our energy for

comes her years of experience … I just feel

their debut album with legendary producer

a couple of weeks. The vibe that we’ve always

like it puts us in a really great position for a

Daniel Ledwell (Jenn Grant, Rich Aucoin, Don

had has been acoustic-based, and that goes

first time release.”

Brownrigg), and began 2015 by announcing

really well with being in nature,” Allan explains.

whole. To work towards it
takes dedication. To find it is
fortunate.

well together—we each have duties in the

What makes Fortunate Ones such a force is

their off-stage engagement to each other.
Ledwell paired off their stripped-down sound

their incandescent chemistry, playing into their

It’s little surprise that the band name they

with his own synth and organ flourishes to

gorgeous harmonies, arrangements, and lyrics.

found was Fortunate Ones. Or that their

craft the style they were looking for. After

They may be only two, but their sound carries.

album, available February 10, would be titled

recording, the band immediately toured from

Seeing them onstage is nothing if not honest,

The Bliss. "We get to do this for a living, but

Winnipeg to Victoria. “It was a pretty surreal

but it also means the two have to strike a

it’s not a right. It’s a complete privilege. When

experience,” O’Brien recalls. “We were listening

balance. “Nothing keeps your ego in check like

That’s exactly what Fortunate Ones will do,
hitting the road on February 11. After a circuit of
the province, including Holy Heart on February
20, they will bring The Bliss throughout Atlantic
Canada (supported by Juno-nominee Del
Barber), and as far west as Ontario.
Searchers no more, the pursuit remains
focused.“Everyone in the world is searching for
something,” O’Brien muses.“If you’re completely
satisfied with where you are, then there’s no
point pursuing anything else. I definitely feel like
we’re in pursuit of something.”

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL
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Forget the Roses … Wool Socks are Better:
What She Really Wants for Valentine’s Day

For example, one of the best gifts I

traditional gift like flowers or chocolate.

Maybe your sweetheart likes art.

ever got was a Manatea … let me

Check out the NL Craft Council or

explain. I love tea and I also think

the Quidi Vidi Plantation. There’s

manatees, the cows of the sea,

lots of funky folk art, handmade

are cute. So, when I unwrapped a

BY AMY STOODLEY
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tea infuser shaped like a manatee,

pottery, and a great selection of
jewelry made by local artists.

I melted. I thought it was so thoughtful.
So give the women what they want … YOU!

Maybe your sweetheart only likes orange

I hope I haven’t turned you from the traditional

Now don’t get me wrong here, folks, this isn’t

gummy bears. Buy a few packs, pick out the

options all together. Some may in fact want

buy more than 12 million roses:

a free ticket to spend Valentines like any other

other colours and voila … a thoughtful gift

chocolate for Valentines. The Newfoundland

they’re the age-old go-to gift of

day. You still need to put some effort into

from the heart.

Chocolate Company has just the thing for you.

On February 14, Canadians will

choice for the special Valentine

Show you care with the new NL Love Bar.

making the day special.
Or maybe your sweetheart likes fancy things.

Each bar has a label with a message. There’s

in your life.

My ideal Valentines is a tech-free night at home

Maybe a pack of orange gummy bears just

the “Arse on Dat” and “Kiss me Luh” bars if

with my sweetheart. It would include a delicious

won’t do. It’s okay, you still don’t have to

you’re looking to get lucky, or you can show

A dozen of the traditional aromatic flowers can

homemade meal, a nice bottle of wine, some

fall back on the old roses. There are lots of

you care with these sweet messages “Luvs

cost up to $100. That’s double what you’d pay

good music, good conversation and NO WORK

options for you. Maybe she wants a bit of

Ya”, “Best Kind,” “Some Sweet,” and “XOXO,”

for the same flowers any other day of the year.

EMAILS. Economical and sweet. If he wanted to

bling. Check out Whink on Water Street’s

or give your darling a new pet name with the

And what’s so special about a rose anyway?

throw in a special surprise like a new book that’s

whimsical selection of handmade local

“Me Trout” and “Me Ducky” chocolates.

Could a gift of something else smell as sweet?

on my reading list, or maybe a new pair of wool

jewelry and art. If you want to spend a bit

socks, well I wouldn’t turn it down.

more, try The Golden Tulip. Master Goldsmith

In the end, it doesn’t matter how much

Terry can design the perfect piece of fine

you spend or how big the gift is. Get

Turns out, most women DON’T want roses
for Valentines. In a survey conducted by the

Everyone’s taste is different. The key to a

jewelry for your sweetheart. He’s been in the

something that’s thoughtful and reflects the

online dating site eHarmony, 87% percent

successful Valentines Day is to know what

business for more than three decades and

person YOU chose to spend Valentines with.

of women say they’d rather spend time with

your sweetheart likes and get a gift that could

uses the finest stones and gold so, you’re

She’ll thank you for taking the time to

their sweetheart on Valentines Day than get a

only be for them. It doesn’t have to cost much.

in good hands.

notice the little things.

JENN DEON

Digital Marketing Consultant

Friendly, affordable help for small businesses

15% OFF
UNTIL
FEB 28

A delicious way to get your daily dose of Omega-3
with a creamy taste and texture everyone will love

fibre arts

2015

Botanica
Omegalicious
Fish Oils

jenndeon.com

newfoundland & labrador

October 15 - 18, 2015 Gros morne, NL, Can

Made with all-natural flavours, and no artificial
preservatives, Omegalicious provides optimal levels
of EPA-DHA in each serving
Emulsified for improved digestion and bioavailability

register today

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

visit: www.fibreartsnl.ca
email: events@craftcouncil.nl.ca
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Second-hand Story:
Resale Clothier Model Citizens Gets a New Owner

Model Citizens
is located at
183 Duckworth
Street
BY LAUREN POWER

When someone sells a clothing

personal, values-oriented, and you develop

The friendship/partnership started with a

coat, maybe worn once. Fashion is a cycle

shop to someone else, does that

relationships that you cherish,” she says.“But

chance meeting. “She was new in town and had

and we curate the best collection around

as an entrepreneur, when you build a

just opened up Model Citizens,” says Taylor,

that's happening.”

business, you must often then allow it to grow

who shares Paterson’s passion for people and

beyond you … kind of like raising a family. I

clothes.“She was living the dream in my eyes. I

“We are working on catering to a variety of

am so proud of Model Citizens and I cannot

connected with her instantly and was working

sizes and price points … We take customer

wait to see it evolve and grow. And I have a

there the next month. The rest is history.”

requests, you can make an appointment with

make it a second-hand store?
Downtown favourite Model Citizens, purveyor
of vintage, contemporary, and designer
resale clothing, is undergoing a change in
ownership. Its first owner, Chelsey Paterson,
has sold the spot to her long-time second-in-

billion more ideas. Entrepreneurs never stop.
It's a blessing and a curse.”

me to be styled.”
“We've been shopping in NYC for the last
seven years, hand-picking every item for

“As for future plans, they are pretty simple,”

Since January, the transition has been

the store,” says Taylor. “Some items are

says Taylor. “We want to keep bringing the

smooth for new owner Mari-Lynn. “Life was
Paterson, who is also a full-time business

brand new with original tags, from high-end

best selection of vintage and designer resale,

happening for the both of us, and this move

instructor, is happy to pass the fashion

department stores like Bloomingdales, or

to the best people— our fashion-

made sense,” she says. “It was the next step.”

reins to her protégé. “It seemed like the

Saks. Some items are mint condition pieces

forward, creative,

“Mari-Lynn has been with Model Citizens

perfect time for me to pivot, and pursue

from the past that are currently on trend.

generally deadly

since the beginning, and the transition has

some Masters-level educational and

Sometimes you'll find last season’s Prada

clients.”

been very organic,” says Paterson.“She is

employment opportunities with a focus in

smart and savvy, and intimately understands

social entrepreneurship.”

Model Citizens. We are best friends and I

Model Citizens is home to the most unique selection of clothes in town. Piece by piece, they

cannot think of another person in the world

curate a mix of vintage and contemporary clothing, all sourced from New York, to bring first-rate

“Being an entrepreneur is a funny thing:

who would care for that business and its

fashion to St. John’s. Whatever you buy from this store, you’ll be the only one in town wearing it,

you build something up that is incredibly

customers like Mari-Lynn.”

and their one-of-a-kind wares are what individualizes them from most clothing shops in town.

command Mari-Lynn Taylor.
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HORRIBLE HOROSCOPES
ARIES (MAR. 21 – APR. 19)
The thing with being an Aries, as you know, is
that you’re no one’s favourite person. Not even
your mother’s. You will be reminded of this in
examining your love life this month – if you’re
currently in a relationship, you’ll be dumped by the
14th, for someone whom even you would agree is
a much better person. If you’re single, well, expect
to stay that way until you change. Radically and
dramatically.

Cross

word

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

Worth Dying For
For his girlfriend’s birthday, a man in
China decided to mail himself to his
girlfriend’s office on her birthday. When
she opened the box, he was completely
unconscious and in need of medical
attention. He said, “I tried to make a
hole in the cardboard but it was too
thick and I didn’t want to spoil the
surprise by shouting.”

ACROSS
3. Silliest street name in
town: Hill o' ?
4. Both Amelia Curran and The (?)
are up for Juno awards this Year.
Across
5. This video store chain outlasted
LEO (JULY 23 – AUG. 22)
Blockbuster
3. Silliest street name in town:
Hill o' ?and Allan's, but finally
Careful checking your mailbox this month, Leo. You’ll
closed for good in January.
Both Amelia
Curran and The (?) are up for Juno
know why you’ve been warned by4.month’s
end.
6. Name of the hip gallery on Harbour Drive.
awards this Year.
Two words,and rhymes with Western Ledge.
VIRGO (AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22)
video
It’s not the best of “first times,” but5.atThis
least you’ll
getstore chain outlasted Blockbuster and
Allan's,
butthis
finally closed for good in January.
“first run-in with a feral sasquatch”
off your list
month.
CANCER (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)
The heart has to beat about 100,000 a day. Your
kidneys and liver are constantly purifying your blood.
Obviously something has to go wrong at some point
with your health, and this month is the month for you.

6. Name of the hip gallery on Harbour Drive. Two words,

LIBRA (SEPT. 23 – OCT. 23) and rhymes with Western Ledge.
Not a good month for Libras who are fond of their
jobs: come month’s end your professional life will
utterly implode. It’s hard to explain now, but there are
worse fates than being fired by your employer. You’ll
understand this by the 24th.
In 1999, a man decided his twist

And Now You Know

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 – FEB. 18)
Expect to be rushed to the hospital by month’s end,
and expect to be misdiagnosed. One false move by a
nurse will leave you worse off than you were when
you got there.
PISCES (FEB. 19 – MAR. 20)
It is estimated North Americans unknowingly
consume up to 2 pounds of bugs each year – for
instance, the odd mosquito wing or beetle thorax will
end up in your box of cereal from time to time. But
that’s nothing compared to the gross food encounter
you’re going to have by the 22nd of the month. This
meal’s gonna be a doozy. You’ll probably even die.

on sword swallowing would be to
swallow umbrellas instead. He died by
accidentally pressing the open button on
an umbrella while it was deep inside of
him.
Redheads might be knock-outs, but
anatomically speaking, they require larger
doses of anaesthesia to be knocked out
themselves. They’re also more resistant
than most to painkillers.
There aren’t actually 24 hours in a day. A
“day” is measured by how long it takes a
planet – in our case earth – to spin around
once, which, instead of 24 hours, is
technically only 23 hours, 56 minutes, and
4 seconds long.

DOWN
The Cost of Romance
1. Frontman of Hey Rosetta, Tim who?
It was a decent idea: a man stuck a
2. Chris Bruce has stepped up to run against
Earl (?) for leadership of the provincial
$10,000 engagement ring in a balloon
NDP party.
and filled it with helium, to, get this,
4. This American TV Tycoon, with a magazine
“literally pop the question to her, Will
named after her, recently raved on Twitter
you marry me?” But a gust of wind tore
about Barry C. Parsons' new cookbook, 		
Down
the balloon from his grip, and the ring
Rock Recipes
1. Frontman
of Hey
Tim
7. This
journalist, whose
firstRosetta,
name is that
		 who? (Hint: his
waslast
gone with the wind. He spent two
alsofeathers
a profession).
ofname
a bird, is
ruffled
last month with
hours chasing it. Somewhere in the
her
slayinghas
of kids
who want
stepped
uptoto run against world,
Earl (?)
for a $10,000 ring inside an
2. "satirical"
Chris Bruce
there’s
be
princesses. (?)
leadership
of McGrath.
the provincial NDP party.

old balloon. Probably in a landfill.

4. This American TV Tycoon, with a magazine named
after her, recently raved on Twitter about Barry C.
You Are What You Eat,
Parsons' new cookbook, Rock Recipes

So Why
Not Feed Her Gold?
7. This author, whose first name is that of a bird,
ruffled
invited his friends to witness
feathers last month with her "satirical" slayingAofman
kids
who want to be princesses. (?) McGrath.
the moment he’d propose to his lover.

“Dimorphous Expression.” Your mind gets
so overwhelmed it reacts with the exact
opposite emotion – you pinch a cute thing
or punch a sweetheart.
Sixteen year old Daniel Petric’s parents
thought the video game Halo 3 was too
violent. When they took it from him and
locked it away, he stole his father’s gun
and killed them for it.
Beyonce is, as of this year, the single
most nominated woman in the history of
the Grammys.
Get heartburn? Mix 1 tablespoon
of baking soda with a few drops of
lemon juice in a glass of water; drink it
immediately before it fizzes out.

They chose Wendy’s, because she
wouldn’t expect a proposal at Wendy’s
among friends. The man hid the ring
in a Frosty, awaiting her to bite into
something solid. But by the time she
got to the bottom of the cup – no ring.
Everyone panicked: she’d obviously
swallowed the ring unknowingly. An
X-ray in fact confirmed it.
You Might as Well Make a Hit
Documentary of Your Rejection
When comic Patrick Moote proposed
to his partner via the big screen
at a sports game, she turned him
down on account of his ... small
penis. He reacted by making a great
documentary, called Unhung Hero,

Ever had the urge to bite or pinch a cute
baby or puppy? Has your partner ever
done something so touching and sweet
you ... punched them? This is called

A German prisoner escaped from a jail
in Willich by hiding in one of the boxes a
courier was to deliver from the jail to the
outside world.

ACROSS: 3.) Chips 4.) Once 5.) Jumbo 6.) Eastern Edge DOWN: 1.) Baker 2.) McCurdy 4.) Oprah 7.) Robin

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 – JAN. 19)
What a bad month for you: combine the fates of Virgos
and Libras. Sheesh!

Love Hurts:
Here’s Proof...
A Romantic Gesture

GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUNE 21)
You will cross paths with the wrong police officer this
month, and the officer will blame you for everything
that’s going wrong in their world at the moment.
Seriously, don’t even look at a cop this month. It’s
insane what they can get away with. (In fairness, you’d
be angry too if you had to wear those hats 24-7.)

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 – DEC. 21)
Be wary of sharp objects this month, Sagittarians.
Whether it’s a thumbtack to the soft pad of your foot,
or the tip of a knife a chef didn’t realize had cracked
off in the soup you ordered, there’ll be nothing “dull”
about your run-ins with sharp objects this month.

19
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TAURUS (APR. 20 – MAY 20)
You know that fear you’ve had your whole life?
Heights, chronic body odour, alien abduction? Brace
yourself. There is a fine line between irrational fear
and premonition: that thing you’ve always feared the
most is coming to get you this month ... and it’ll be
worse than you imagined.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24 – NOV. 21)
In lieu of stars aligning and bringing you good fortunes
this month, you will instead be smashed by a comet en
route to work. No point “keeping on your toes.” It’ll come
out of nowhere, quite quickly, as comets tend to do.

/ THE OVERCAST /

about his travels all over the world
in search of why size matters, if it
matters, and how he might
enlarge himself.
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When Reading Becomes a Workout:
Don McKay has Released His Body-of-Work
Tome, Angular Unconformity.
Taut as a guitar
string that vibrates
in tune with the
universe.
— Halifax Herald

BY KERRI CULL

There are a few things I know
to be true about poetry: the

Breakdown Comic Jam

NEXT
SESSIONS
Friday, February 6
Friday, March 6

general reader is afraid of
it; you can’t speed read it; it
might possibly be the most
misunderstood genre out there.

This year celebrates the
five year anniversary of the

COMIC Q&A
WITH THE HOSTS

Breakdown Comic Jam, a oncea-month open drawing session.
The comic jam is a gathering of local artists
and takes place at the Anna Templeton
Centre on the first Friday of every month.
All-ages and all skill levels are welcome...

Paul Tucker, both working artists who
have had their share of successes recently.

writer or that you’ve published
a book and they ask something

Favourite comic of all time?

like “what’s it about?” or

Paul: It's kind of a downer, but I
will never stop looking at Bernard
Krigstein's 12 page EC Comics story
"Master Race."
Wallace: Most of them!

“what kind of book?” and you

Favourite artist?

they start mouthing the words.

Paul: The above mentioned Bernard
Krigstein is my current favourite.
Wallace: Jack Kirby!

Some who consider themselves avid readers

and bonus, it's free!
The event is hosted by Wallace Ryan and

When you tell someone you’re a

Ryan just finished the first issue of his new

reply with “poetry,” you can
forming in their minds before

and learning. His poetry could appear in syllabi

who claim to read everything and anything
often say “Well, except poetry,” like it’s a given.

and Tucker has a comic coming out in July

Paul: "Zero" by Ales Kot, "Pop" by
Curt Pires and Jason Copland and
"Seconds" by Bryan Lee O'Malley.
Wallace: I'm currently reading
"Space Detectives," "Creeping Death
from Neptune," "Run like Crazy, Run
like Hell" and "Ditko's Shorts."

heard mumbling “poetry sucks” under their

has been known to host special guests -

Dream collaboration?

from 1970-2014, is one of those books that

something they hope to continue doing this

Paul: I'd love to work with my
childhood hero Erik Larsen.
Wallace: It would have to be
with Alan Moore.

and spend time with other like-minded
people" says Tucker.
To mix things up, the comic jam
occassionally has monthly themes and

year. In addition to quality drawing time,
the session is also a great opportunity to
network, have work critiqued, show off your
latest projects, and exchange comics.
Breakdown Comic Jam is made possible
with sponsorship and support from the Anna
Templeton Centre and Downtown Comics.

Hours spent drawing per week?
Paul: 16-25 Probably in the
middle of that on average.
Wallace: Anywhere from 12 to 30!

Likewise, many a first-year student has been
breath when they review the course outline of
intro English. This is not surprising as poetry
requires readers to invest a lot of time and
attention to a page, a few lines, or even a
single word that other genres do not. Angular
Unconformity, Don McKay’s collected poems
I would assume many people approach with
apprehension.
No surprise there. It’s

for English, philosophy, biology, ecology, and
geology courses, and find its footing in each.
Like its appearance would suggest, this book is
not for the faint reader at heart. It’s challenging,
lengthy, and complex. It encourages the reader
to engage in the natural world in new ways. It
is the kind of life’s work a writer wants to leave
behind—extensive, specialized, enlightening,
and valuable.
So we will take our poetry wins where we can
get them—whether by reading a student’s
course evaluation questionnaire and seeing
“I guess poetry doesn’t suck all the time” or
reaping the benefits of reading (or writing) a
magnum opus like Angular Unconformity, a
book that challenges, inspires,
and awakens.

enormous and heavy—nearly
two kilograms. Seriously, you

FROM “PETRIFIED”

wouldn’t be able to take it to
bed because it would make your
arms ache. It’s two kilograms
of poetry concealed within a
gigantic hardcover and spanning

Visit BREAKDOWN Comic Jam on Facebook

of a dedicated nature scholar who has spent
much of his life outside observing, listening

Currently reading?

activitiy. It's nice to get out once in a while

and ecological connections with the intensity

sense their awkward response

self-published series "Titus Mysterious"
with IDW. "Drawing is usually such a solitary

Don McKay is a
two-time Governor
General Award winner, and in
2006, his book Strike/Slip, won
the world’s most prestigious
poetry award: The $65,000 Griffin
Prize. He is also a co-founder of
Canada’s esteemed poetry press,
Brick Books. In 2008, he was
made a Member of the Order
of Canada.

550 pages. McKay’s work
examines geological, human,

Fixed,
you stiffen in the arms
of wonder’s dark
undomesticated sister.
Can’t you name her
and escape?

Miscellany
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St. John’s Poet Laureate Kicks Off an
Atypical Poetry Club for Poets and Poetry
Fans Alike, “The St. John’s Poetry Circle”
What separates George
Murray’s St. John’s
Poetry Circle from
typical reading series is
that an author doesn’t
read their own work at
these events, but rather,
a poem they admire.
This means the group is open to not only
poets, but lovers of poetry. It is a monthly
gathering and discussion founded and run
by the current St. John’s Poet Laureate,
and stalwart supporter and promoter
of quality literature, George Murray. You
simply bring a poem you admire, read it,
and discuss with your fellow poetry lovers.
So this is open to anyone interested
in poetry, not just dauntingly talented
local poets?
Yes. The central idea is that this isn’t a
poetry reading – in the sense that it’s not
working poets sharing their own work –
but rather a club of people interested in
poetry who will instead be sharing work
they admire or want to discuss. People
will introduce their poem briefly, maybe
explaining why they brought it (my dad
used to recite it; I heard it at a funeral and
loved it; we read it in school and I never
really understood it), and then read it. If
there’s some discussion afterwards, that’s
great, but if not, we go on to the next.
What drew you to the idea of this
being about readers reading work
they admire, as opposed to poets
reading their own work?
As much as we poets lament the decline
in readership our form has experienced

over the last 100 years, we don’t do a
lot to make the appreciation of our art
accessible to those not already practicing
it. Whenever people outside the arts
world find out I’m a poet, they often say
things like, “Oh, I used to read poetry” or
“I wish I still read poetry,” and I’ve always
suspected that this is because there’s
no real safe place for people who want
to explore poetry without feeling at a
disadvantage. So I wanted to create that
space as a gateway for people hoping to
engage or re-engage with the form.
What poem did you bring to your first
meeting, and why?
“One Art,” by Elizabeth Bishop. I find it an
inspiring poem about poetry, and it’s also
a villanelle, which is a pleasant form to
hear read aloud.
How can people learn a little
more about, and keep abreast of
St. John’s Poetry Circle?
We have an open Facebook page called
“St. John’s Poetry Circle” that people are
welcome to like for information. There

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Five Local Publishers Pick a Romantic
Read from Their Catalogues You
Ought to Read This Month
Breakwater Books
DOUBLE TALK BY PATRICK WARNER
Double Talk tells the story of Violet and Brian, two characters
fleeing from their past. Brian is ambling after an immigrant’s
dream, and Violet is desperate to ditch her middle class origins
for something more earthy and bohemian. Their contrary social
and geographical flight paths intersect in St. John s in the early
1980s, where, for a time, they find love, sex, and a safe haven in
each other. No happy-ever-after story, Double Talk follows Violet
and Brian over a fourteen-year period, starting at the end instead
of the beginning, as the ordinary pressures of life bring to the
surface the many differences that exist between them. Double
Talk is a coming-of-age novel, a love story, and an examination
of social class and its mysterious codes.
Creative Books
EATING HABITS OF THE CHRONICALLY
LONESOME BY MEGAN GAIL COLES
Eating Habits of the Chronically Lonesome by Megan Gail
Coles will leave you struck, yet, exhilarated. The exploration of
starvation and consumption is at the core of each character; what
does our hunger reveal about the state of our soft hearts?  The
Telegram reviewer Joan Sullivan says, “The stories are often very
short, even only four pages, but in each she compresses situation
(relationship fracture and reknit), character (distilled to their
absolute wants), and setting (St. John's, Montreal, or Korea) like a
literary Oreo cookie.” Quill and Quire reviewer Shawn Syms says,
“Heavy reliance on the present tense and first person generates a
sense of intimacy, whether Coles is unfolding the inner monologue
of a homeless person or examining the stereotype of women as
natural nurturer.”

were already 50 people there even before
the first meeting. I imagine the group will
start small, but will grow.
How often will you meet, and
how can folks get involved?
We meet the last Sunday of every month
from 4 to 5pm at the Jumping Bean
Coffee shop on Harvey Road in St. John’s
(behind The Rooms, and right across from

Flanker Press
MAIDEN FROM THE SEA BY NELLIE P. STROWBRIDGE
This February, lose yourself in “a wonderful historical romance
rich in descriptive imagery and with a modern twist at the end
(Edwards Book Club website)." Maiden from the Sea is Nellie Strowbridge’s tale of a French servant
girl who is tossed from a ship during a storm and becomes stranded in Newfoundland. Frightened
and struggling to survive, Genevieve finds comfort in the arms of Nasook, a Beothuk warrior. But
shortly after she gives birth to his child, her world crumbles and Genevieve and her family must flee
in a desperate attempt to escape her pursuers—and her increasingly disturbing dreams.

the Tim Hortons, ironically). People can
just show up, poem in hand, or they can
get to us through
the Facebook
page.

Running the Goat Press
JACK, THE KING OF ASHES BY ANDY JONES
A tale of abduction, gratitude, love, and embroidery – that’s Jack, the King of Ashes. Tender, funny,
and engaging, the story’s rife with love as only master storyteller Andy Jones can render it. There’s the
unflagging love of kind-hearted and light-fingered Jack for Princess Frederica Marie CorellaVan Vee
Van Vettum; the passion of the rooster Bogstar for Chicken Helen (a hilarious recasting of Homer); the
love of an unexpectedly verbal dog for his man. And, inevitably, the reader’s love for this fabulous tale.
As Lisa Moore says – “Jack is a robber, and he’s about to make away with your heart!”
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People Reel

Last Month in Local Newsmakers

Four Familiar Local Couples Dish on
“One Thing about Your Partner That
Drives You Wild ... in a Bad Way”

RODNEY CONSTANTINE TURNED

as it is a generally well accepted rule that

HIMSELF IN VIA A COMMENT ON

to be in politics you need to be so old you

RNC’S FACEBOOK PAGE

don’t believe in things like climate change

Rodney Constantine was wanted on charges

or Twitter accounts. Bruce says that during

of assault and court breaches – so naturally,

the caucus fallout – in which people like Dale

Stephen Lee & Chrissy Dicks

the RNC issued a warrant for his arrest. But

Kirby jumped ship (to the Liberals) – it was

MALLARD COTTAGE / LAWNYA VAWNYA

they also mentioned on their Facebook page

never about policy bickering: he is clear the

they were looking for him, hoping the public

party has always been united and steadfast in

CHRISSY: I hate that, when I’m not looking, Stephen sneaks knobs of butter into everything

could help by keeping an eye out for him.

their values. Just not in how the ship should

Instead, Rodney, an avid Facebooker, saw

be captained, or “branded” as Chris puts it.

their post. In learning they were looking for

Things Chris Bruce is big on: solid education

him, Rodney earnestly commented, “See you

and healthcare systems, seniors being

Monday morn.” Naturally, the ordeal went

looked after, and respect + admiration for the

viral, but Rodney – a product of generation

working class.

we are cooking ... many many tiny blocks of butter. STEPHEN: I hate that she has turned my
car’s front seat into her powder room and the back seat into her second closet.

Kelly Mansell & Mark McGann
CO-OWNERS OF ROCKET BAKERY AND DELI
KELLY: Mark likes setting up "systems," like putting up tons of coat hooks by the front

Facebook – didn’t see the humour in it. How
else would one turn himself in if not in the

LABRADOR LADY RECEIVES

door for coats, and then never hanging his coat on them. Then, he loves to kvetch about

virtual world? His follow up comment was,

COMPLIMENTARY REPTILE HEAD WITH

how “no one follows the system," especially while he's standing at the sink washing

“Look just letting everyone know this ain’t a

HER FROZEN VEGGIES

the dishes. (I think that part is kinda cute.) MARK: It's difficult to find anything (wink)

joke or intended !!!! I was just being honest

Most people in this province only see reptiles

to complain about when it comes to our relationship. However, in the spirit of your

about turning in Monday morn that’s all!!!!”

in pet stores, aquariums, or southern

Valentine’s issue, I'll offer the following: I hate to get "dressed up." It drives me crazy

vacations. But Labrador’s Cassandra Marshall

when I have to struggle into something other than a clean t-shirt and jeans to go out to

ONE MORE REASON NOT TO TRUST

found one in her bag of frozen veggies, and it

an event. After spending any amount of time trying to figure out what to wear, a raised

POLITICIANS: TOWN COUNCILLOR

was just the head. The thing with reptiles is

eyebrow and an "Is that what you're wearing?" is all it takes to send me over the edge!

JAILED FOR THEFT

they tend to be the colour of frozen veggies,

Patricia Anne Cullihall, a town councillor in

so she’s lucky she noticed it before forking it

Rocky Harbour, wanted a free wad of money,

into her mouth. If you’re interested in finding

so she went ahead stole nearly eight grand

your very own complimentary lizard head with

from the Bonne Bay Health Centre in Norris

your supper’s side dish this week, buy Green

Point where she worked as an administrative

Giant’s frozen broccoli. That’s where Marshall

assistant for nearly two decades – note the

found hers. After thinking it was certainly a

past tense, workED. She was convicted and

strange looking piece of produce, she realizes

sentenced to 90 days in jail and 12 months

there was a spine and pair of eyes attached

probation. The judge called her sentence both

to the thing. Whether or not she ate the body

Leslie Vryenhoek & Russell Wangersky

lenient but suitable. From Cullihall’s point of

remains a sad and upsetting mystery for

(WRITERS)

view, she was only “borrowing the money,”

Marshall.

as she re-financed her mortgage. Plus her
son was facing some potentially drug-related

HOCKEY LEGEND THEO FLEURY

money troubles.

LAUNCHED HIS NEW BOOK HERE AT ...
HER MAJESTY’S PENITENTIARY

YOUNG BLOOD VERSUS THE

Fleury recently spent about two hours in Her

EXPERIENCED SHOE-IN: CHRIS BRUCE

Majesty’s Penitentiary, but not for holding up

TO RUN FOR NDP LEADERSHIP.

a gas station with a syringe or anything else

Chris Bruce left the NDP a while back,

bizarre like that that’s been going around.

citing differences with Lorraine Michael’s

Fleury was here in support of his latest book,

leadership. Now that she’s stepping down,

Conversations with a Rattlesnake. In hopes of

he’s stepping up: as of February 1 , he’s the

communicating with prisoners that a man can

only person running against Earle McCurdy

turn his life around, Theo was very open about

in the upcoming NDP Leadership race. Pretty

his own struggles with addiction and sexual

ambitious for a 26 year old, some will say,

abuse at the hands of a former coach.

st

Katherine King & Ted Blades
ONLINE PRODUCER (CBC.CA/NL) & HOST OF 'ON THE GO' (CBC RADIO ONE)
KATHRYN: He drops his ‘Gs. It drives me freaking, frigging, flying insane, not freakin',
friggin' flyin' insane. TED: She NEVER makes dinner.

LESLIE: One thing that drives me nuts about Russell is that he's fanatically punctual:
if you're not five minutes early, you're late – which puts a lot of pressure on the one
upstairs getting glamorous while he's tapping his foot by the front door. RUSSELL:
The one thing that drives me nuts about Leslie is that she wants to make the best
possible use of time — meaning she's always cramming impossible loads of extra last
minute things in just before you're supposed to be somewhere. In her world, if you're
ten minutes late, you're not really late at all. Arrgh.

The Bullhorn

A new feature on our website that lets you share
your anonymous confessions, rants, lost and founds,
‘I Saw Yous,’ and anything at all.

People
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PROFESSIONAL
FREELANCERS WANTED
Freelance copywriters, art directors and designers with significant agency experience
and a diverse portfolio are invited to submit their work to:

freelance@upstreammarketing.ca

Been There, Done
That, So Much Left
to See: A Chat with
the Host of “Places
to Go with Sharon
Snow.”

Places to Go began 15 years ago, which

time, but this province is full of wonderful

typically couldn’t afford the PR that is generated

makes it a bona-fide institution for NTV. Over

places to visit that we still haven’t gotten to

from a feature such as this.”

a decade and a half the segment has shot 40

all of them yet.”
Heading up a successful news segment like

features annually, Snow said, which means
about 600 places visited to date. “It started as

They have managed to reach a few outside

this--one that involves travel around the

a weekly human-interest feature in which we

of the province as well, Snow pointed out,

province--seems like a full-time gig, but Snow’s

wanted to highlight interesting, fun, unique

including New York City and London, but

actually also a full-time account media rep with

places people could go within our province,”

Newfoundland and Labrador are the focus more

NTV and OZFM and nearing her 25th anniversary

Snow explained. “Since then our feature

often than not. Snow has seen a lot of changes

in the role. Busy as she may be, Places To Go

has taken us internationally, but we enjoy

in the province over her 15 years doing the

with Sharon Snow will continue with plenty of

shooting at home most of all.”

segment, but she said that our characteristic

new spots to feature in 2015 – the segment is

entrepreneurial spirit remain

part of our provincial psyche now, Snow

And home has never failed to provide the team

intact amidst it all. “It’s those

said, and a big part of her own life as well.

with a wealth of places to highlight, Snow said.

types of places we like to

“The greatest compliment is when people

The segment’s places cover everything from

help out and support

to nearly all Newfoundlanders

restaurants, spas, theatres, and tree farms, as

through these

and Labradorians, thanks to

featured just before Christmas. Places for the

means of three

show are picked because they offer something

minutes in the

special, Snow said -- it could be that it’s unique

most highly-

or new to the province, or it might just be

rated news

something fun.

program not

BY TERRI COLES

Sharon Snow’s face is familiar

her Friday feature for NTV
news, Places to Go with Sharon
Snow. Despite getting its start
at the beginning of the century,

only in the
Selections are made between Snow, the

province, but

news director, and the cameraman. “It’s not

the country,”

destinations to highlight across

difficult to find new places,” Snow said, “Like

Snow said. “These

our province.

any news story or feature it takes preparation

small businesses

Snow’s not about to run out of

write or call to say they’ve included ‘our’
feature into their list of vacation
destinations or I’ve made some
misplaced Newfoundlander
homesick since watching
one of our features, like our
boil up with the Minister of
Tourism at the time,” she
said of the impact the show
has on her. “All of these are
wonderful compliments to the
sustainably of the feature.”
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Temporary Burger Showdown
PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

The Overcast’s

Try them all
& tell us what
you think!
theovercast.ca/
burger-poll

To get you out of your
house, and pumped full
of iron, and supporting
local restaurants, we’ve
got 10 chefs showing off
their spin on the classic
carnivore favourite,
the burger.

month – there’s ample variety here, from Chinched

THE CLUB

MAGNUM & STEINS

sticking to their guns with pork, and Bacalao

A lamb burger stuffed with feta, cranberry mint

Newfoundland Screech Burger, with thinly

using our province’s iconic meat (moose), to The

relish, roasted garlic rosemary aioli, and baby

sliced pickled beets, shaved cabbage, molasses

Club and Tavola using lamb, and Mallard Cottage’s

arugula on a pretzel bun. $23

bacon, screech aioli, served on a Newfoundland
style bun. $15

Todd Perrin daring to make a burger of seal meat.
There’s something (delicious) for everyone here,

TAVOLA

even vegetarians, courtesy of The Sprout.

Herb & Spice Lamb Burger. “At Tavola we love

THE SHIP

the tastes of Northern Italy - olives, rosemary,

1892 Fire Burger, 6oz all beef patty served

Go, eat, and consider this month’s burger

garlic, thyme, and of course, beautiful and fresh

on a toasted Kaiser bun, with lettuce, tomato,

binging a gift to your body’s iron and protein

spring lamb. Tender and juicy, served on our

and a dill pickle, topped with in-house-made

stores, to keep you feeling peppy and energetic

house made ciabatta buns, and topped with

spicy tomato and pepper jam, with 1892 beer

during the dreary mid-winter month of February.

kalamata tapenade and chevre, it is a unique

reduction, a slice of havarti cheese, 1892

Their creations will only be available at

These burgers, and the challenge, would even

savory experience.” Served with fingerling

beer battered jalapenos and onions.

their restaurants for the month of February --

make for good conversation pieces on your

potato fries. $16

$8.99 (with side $13.99)

this miserable month that begs for

Valentine’s date, don’t you think?

hearty comfort foods.
BACALAO

CHINCHED BISTRO

Below are the ten tantalizing contenders in

Moose Burger with homemade blueberry-

Ginger & garlic loose sausage slider with crispy

The Overcast’s city-wide Temporary Burger

chipotle ketchup, made with local maple syrup,

Korean BBQ pork belly, housemade kimchi,

Showdown. Try them all, and tell us what you

wild local blueberries, locally-smoked bacon, on

and hoisin mayo on a sesame bun. Served with

think, via the poll at theovercast.ca/burger-poll.

a homemade roll with delicious sides. Bacalao

sticky rice ‘tater tots’ and sweet & sour dipping

You’ll notice they’re not all beef, so you can’t

states that they have an exclusive line on local

sauce. (In bar only, limited quantities). $11

claim 10 burgers are too many burgers to try in a

maple syrup. Available only during lunch. $19.
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UNPROFESSIONAL
FREELANCERS WANTED
Copywriters, art directors and designers stuck in dead-end, mind-numbing positions
looking to moonlight on fun projects are encouraged to submit their work to:

freelance@upstreammarketing.ca

MALLARD COTTAGE
Southern-fried seal flipper on a buttermilk
biscuit, with house made jalapeño cream
cheese, screech and molasses mustard,
and smoked pickled beets.
RELISH
Texas Twist: an upgrade on our most popular
burger, the Big Texas. Pancetta, avocado, 40
creek BBQ, onion frites, and havarti. $10
RUMPLESTILTSKIN’S
The Rumpel’s BBB is made with fresh,
never frozen Canadian ground beef - hand
pressed and seasoned just right! This

THE KITCHEN PARTY IS BACK
AT QUIDI VIDI BREWERY!

homemade burger is topped with our unique
bruschetta blend, parmesan cheese, and crispy
bacon. Served on a fresh toasted sourdough
bun. (May we suggest a side order of Famous
Ziggy Fries with that?) $13.99

Every Friday night, 5:30 - 10:30 pm
Live music from the Brew Crew and grub from the boys at Mallards Cottage!
Come one, come all! Every Friday night at Quidi Vidi Brewery!

THE SPROUT
Cashew, apple, and smoked cheddar
burger on a molasses bun, served with
basil garlic home fries or a house salad.
(Gluten free burger buns will be available
upon request) $15

35 BARROWS RD, QUIDI VIDI, ST. JOHN’S, NL
www.quidividibrewery.ca
738-4040
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Craig Francis Power on Audrey Hurd’s
Exhibit, Until it Remembers You

Oooh that memory foam, my fave. You let
go, and that spongy (and ironically named)
material just bounces right back. It’s as though
you hadn’t touched it. I know a lot of people
like that. In fact, I may be one of them myself.

The day before going to see
Audrey Hurd’s show, Until It
Remembers You, which runs from

To quote the artist, “A hug can go in so
many directions; it can be gentle, sweet, or
aggressive. You reveal yourself in a hug, in a

The plasticine: it looks so good, so interesting,
there’s the impression of Hurd’s hand dragging
a line around its circumference, yet it’s clammy
and sticky and weird: something about it

to be learned through art) is this: to see is to

person you’re hugging.”

makes me feel like I should be in a lab-coat

desire is to touch is to destroy, or as curator

(there’s actually a smock on the wall for you

Mireille Eagan says in her essay, before one has

Three columns of precisely the artist’s height

to wear). Then the concrete: bent into its form

assessed, one has touched … one becomes

sit in the gallery space. Concrete, plasticine,

through the artist’s hugging it while still in

implicated in a violence that has already

the parking lot of Dominion down

memory foam. Materials selected by the

its semi-solid state, and then left to dry, this

occurred, or, even, because I’m old and the

by Quidi Vidi Lake about how I

artist for their familiarity. You wrap your arms

one’s as you’d expect: rough, cold, strong,

following cultural reference is readily at hand (as

around one of those suckers, and what do

unforgiving. You’d best not f*ck with the

it were): Jane’s Addiction: SEX IS VIOLENT.

you feel — a little uncomfortable, like you’re

concrete one.

January 17-April 26 at the Rooms
Provincial Art Gallery, I had a long
conversation with my mother in

should prolly see a shrink.

gesture, even as you can’t see the face of the

Damn straight.

doing something wrong, first of all, but also,
There’s really no good reason to mention

counter-intuitively (given the sturdiness of the

On an opposing wall, a grid of shiny ceramic

that, at least, not in a piece of writing that’s

materials), like you might break something.

squares called Grabbing Tiles. Fingers have

And anyway, maybe it’s pointless to see a

supposed to be about art, yet it somehow

That’s because touching the art in a gallery

made various holes, gashes and wounds in the

shrink. The material, whether traumatized or

seems appropriate, especially given Hurd’s

setting is usually a no-no, but also because,

material (Hey Mom, what would Freud have to

not, is what it is, after all, if you know what

sculptural works that address the tension

PDAs (even ones shared with sculptural works)

say, here?), and the lesson (if you’re the sort,

I mean. No amount of hugging is going to

between intimacy and trauma.

make you vulnerable.

unlike me, that thinks that there are lessons

change that.

Artistic Fraud’s
Much Anticipated
Adaptation of
Wayne Johnston’s
Epic Novel, Colony
of Unrequited
Dreams, Takes the
Stage this Month
BY LAUREN POWER

For Chafe, the spirit of the story is twofold.

simultaneously

“There are two strands in the novel that run

funny and

side by side: the history of Newfoundland

tragic. But

in the first half of the 20th century; and

writing her,

the relationship between Smallwood and

line for line,

[fictional journalist Sheilagh] Fielding. The

it's her wit and

book is, of course, Smallwood's story, but

intelligence. Sharp, acidic,

told through these two lenses, so, I wanted to

uncompromising. Writing dialogue for her,

preserve that. The historical stuff, as always

to hopefully sit seamlessly alongside what

with my plays, falls into the background to

Wayne has written, was one of the greatest,

provide context and justification, but the

and most enjoyable challenges I've ever

acclaimed playwright Robert Chafe.

real thrust of the action and the emotional

taken on. I love this book. I love Wayne's

content of the play comes at the hands of the

version of Smallwood. I love Sheilagh

This is Chafe’s second adaptation of a

relationship story. I really looked at the book

Fielding. Writing dialogue for them was

as the story of these two people, circling

such a joy. I'm really excited to see Colin

Afterimage, was based on a short story by

and challenging each other, and drafted my

[Furlong] and Astrid bring them to life, to

Michael Crummey. “The challenge there

version of the story around that.”

send them into battle. I'm so happy with all

Centre. Johnston’s novel was
shortlisted for both the Giller
Prize and Governor General
Award the year it was released.
The play is a fictionalized chronicle of Joey
Smallwood’s private and public lives. The
play, directed by Jillian Keiley, with an
original score by jazz artist Patrick Boyle,
was adapted for the stage by St. John’s

fictional work by a local author. His first,

of our casting. I just can't wait for audiences

was to take an eight-page story and expand

This month, theatre company
Artistic Fraud will be staging an

Justin Trudeau
championed this
novel for the 2003
Canada Reads
Comeptition

it into a detailed and breathing full-length

The fictitious Fielding is a caustic newspaper

to see what these ten actors are going to do

play. With Colony, the process differed

columnist whose personal demons fuel her

with this story. “

insofar as I had a sweeping epic novel of

pursuit of Smallwood on his rise to power.
The Colony of Unrequited Dreams,

adaptation of Wayne Johnston’s

500 or more pages, then I had to chop,

1998 bestseller, The Colony

condense, and in many ways, simplify. The

“She is a champion, and she is a victim. She

presented by Artistic Fraud of

challenge became to find the central drive of

is such an incredible creation,” says Chafe

Newfoundland,will be at the AAC St. John’s,

the story, behind the lush detail that Wayne

of Fielding, who will be played by Toronto-

February 18-21, 2015. For details, go to

had provided in the book.”

based actor Astrid Van Wieren.“ She's

artsandculturecentre.com.

of Unrequited Dreams, at the
St. John’s Arts and Culture
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Foreign Love Stories
Michael Crummey and National Film Board
of Canada’s documentary to focus on foreign
workers in Labrador BY MARK HOFFE

Locals Line The
2015 Academy of
Canadian Cinema
and Television
Shortlists

We human beings develop
our identity through the
people around us. When
we lose our loved ones –
or leave them behind to
work in foreign countries
– we risk losing our
identity. Or do we?

The Academy of Canadian
Cinema and Television
awards are a fusion of the
former Genie and Gemini
awards. They recognize
Canadian talent in the film
and television industry.

Celebrated Newfoundland writer Michael
Crummey and the National Film Board
of Canada are developing Foreign Love
Stories, a documentary that shows
love conquers all borders. Conceived
as a series of three short stories about
foreign workers based in Goose Bay,
Labrador, Crummey and producer
Annette Clarke plan to craft family tales
of love, loss, and longing that intimately
connect us and them. “As a public producer,
the NFB has the privilege to take time
to tell stories that get underneath the
headlines and to the heart of things,” says
Clarke, who originated the concept and
pitched it to Crummey. “Because foreign
workers are part of our contemporary
economy and a likely indicator of the
future, we decided on an approach
to understanding the people through
underscoring what we have in common.”
Considering the nation-wide debate about
Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker
Program (TFWP), the documentary is
sure to resonate with audiences beyond
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Foreign Love Stories comes in the wake
of recent controversy that spawned broad
federal reforms to the TFWP, including
caps on low-wage positions and reductions
in the length of time a foreign worker
can work in Canada. It intends to reflect
this contemporary way of work as deeply

rooted in the tradition of workers in
Labrador – especially the men representing
the four communities of the Greater Goose
Bay area who have often lived and worked
away from loved ones to earn a living.
“I've always been interested in how people
end up on these shores,” says Crummey.
“Whether it’s the Lebanese community
that shows up in The Wreckage, or the
Sri Lankan refugees who were rescued
by a Newfoundland fisherman in the
early 80s and make a cameo appearance
in Sweetland, there have always been
unexpected things washing up on the
beaches here, and the growing Filipino
community who have moved to Labrador is
a really interesting example of this.”
Sweetland, Crummey’s fascinating new
novel, is an enthralling, thought-provoking
depiction of a fictitious Newfoundland
community facing its final days as a
result of a government resettlement
plan. Its intimate exploration of the deep
connections between home and identity is
an exploration found in many of Crummey’s
works.“Michael has the ability to write
about individuals in all their particularities,”
says Clarke, “but in a way that signals
those small intimate details that connects
us all, without ever drawing unnecessary
attention to them, making him the perfect
writer for this project.”
“I think it is true that the ‘face’ of
Newfoundland and Labrador is changing,”
says Crummey. “I’m hoping this film will
offer a sense of one of the ways that’s
happening.”

The NFB is still seeking potential
participants to tell their stories about
living and working away from home.
Anybody interested in sharing their
story can contact the NFB here:
nfbstories@gmail.com

Not surprisingly, many locals are nominees this
year, among the suite of shortlists that include
names like Atom Egoyen, Ryan Reynolds,
Julianne Moore, and David Cronenberg.
Last year’s Discovery Channel sensation
Cold Water Cowboys is nominated for Best
Factual Program or Series, while Allison White
and Christian Sparkes’ feature film Cast No
Shadow, the local film known for taking 6
awards at this year’s Atlantic Film Festival, is
up for Best Motion Picture, Achievement in
Art Direction, Achievement in Music, and Best
Adapted Screenplay (for Joel Thomas Hynes,
whose son Percy plays a starring role).
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MUN
Cinema
Series
February 2015

FEB
5

Mr. Turner
DIRECTED BY MIKE LEIGH

FEB
12

Kill the Messenger
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CUESTA

FEB
19

Unsurprisingly, This Hour Has 22 Minutes
and The Rick Mercer Report are on three
shortlists a piece. Adam Penney – known to
many as the Heavy Weather guy – and Andrew
Younghusband (host of Don’t Drive Here) are
also nominees, as is Kenneth J. Harvey, on
account of his screenwriting for The Slattery
Street Chronicles. CBC’s Here and Now is up for
Best Local Newscast.

One Chance

Off the island, the big favourites this year are
the TV show Orphan Back, Xavier Dolan’s

Winter Sleep

feature film Mommy, and Cronenberg’s Maps
to the Stars (a movie recognized by the Golden
Globes).
Winners will be crowned live on CBC TV on
Sunday March 1, 2015 (some awards will be
doled out during the week of February 23rd).

27

DIRECTED BY DAVID FRANKEL

FEB
26
DIRECTED BY NURI BILGE CEYLAN

Thursdays @ 7:00 pm
Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA
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Jennifer Morgan on
The Rooms’ Exhibit,
Folklore and Other
Panics
Don’t bring marshmallows
to Lee Henderson’s
campfire. Henderson’s
projected video of a
thousand matches being
lit, is part of “Folklore
and Other Panics” where
twelve contemporary
artists have redecorated
the third floor gallery of
the Rooms.
Michael Waterman’s short-wave radio
station ‘Pirate Radio’ feels like a tree house.
The old rug on the floor, comfy chair and
glowing red album invite visitors to flip discs
and broadcast live throughout the gallery.
Waterman will drop in on random Saturdays
to deejay his regular CHMR show from the
gallery.
Waterman’s installation breaks the ‘don’t

During a residency at Fogo Island (are you
detecting a Fogo Island subtheme here?)
Jerry Ropson hung around swapping stories
about resettlement. Ropson wondered how
communities with fewer then twenty people
could summon the manpower to float houses.
“You just throw up a flag,” the men told him.
A flag hoisted on a pole called people to a
wedding, to a wake, or to lend a hand.
Ropson’s forty-foot mural of a landscape with
flags, houses, stores, and stages, shows the
places where we gather. Random words and
phrases sifted through Ropson’s childhood in
Pollard’s Point are included. As are comments
made unwittingly by visitors who watched
him paint during the first week of the exhibit,
making this landscape another collaboration.
The exhibit is the brainchild of Mireille Eagan,
Curator of Contemporary Art at the Rooms.
It is her retort to attitudes picked up in
Canadian Art circles that Newfoundland and
Labrador art is “insular, charming, and slightly
backward.” Four years of visiting studios
led Eagan to invite artists to contribute
work from their art practice. Eagan insists
that Contemporary Art means art that is
made now. But there are no paintings in this
show. Instead “Folklore” includes conceptual
pieces, site-specific installations, ephemeral
sculptures, and the most non-participatory
medium: the dreaded Art Video.

touch’ rule in art galleries. Kay Burns’ work
further illustrates the subversive qualities
of folk art. Her alter ego, Iris Taylor, has
stomped on globes for the Flat Earth Society.
Personally, I have climbed Brimstone Head,
Fogo Island, one of the four official corners of
the earth, and the horizon looks pretty flat to
me. Maybe Iris is right.
In addition to being subversive ‘Pirate Radio’
is collaborative. Likewise
Mark Clintberg
worked with
seventeen quilters
from Fogo Island’s
Winds and Waves
Artisans Craft Guild.
Together they turned
Pierre Elliott Trudeau’s
mantra ‘Reason Over
Passion’ on its head.

Four Come From Away artists were included so
Eagan could connect the larger contemporary
art scene with the art that has always been
created in this place. Like Kym Greeley and
Erika Jane Stephens-Moore’s installation,
tradition is the wallpaper of our lives. Like
Duane Linklater’s delinquent attempts to
insert
his presence into Wikipedia’s
Cape Spear entry, folklore
represents our transitive and
subversive attempt to say that
we—like the Beothuk—once
stood here. “Folklore and
Other Panics” provides a
thoughtful, entertaining
and provocative context
for works from the
permanent collection
in “Truth or Myth?”
opening February 27.

2015 Shaping Up to be the Year of ...

Eating Bugs
BY TERRI COLES

Crazy as it sounds, you may soon be popping back
bugs with your craft beer. The Mandarin Oriental,
a luxury hotel in Tokyo, now serves insect snacks
at the bar: grasshoppers and larvae simmered in a
mixture of soy sauce, sake, and sugar.
The menu item is actually not so unusual
in Japan – in Nagano, grasshoppers and
stonefly larvae are considered delicacies.

sheer amount of space required, factory
farming of mammals and birds carries
a variety of negative environmental

Even star chef Rene Redzepi of Noma
forages for wood ants to add to steak
tartare.

consequences, including methane
emissions, high water consumption, and
pollution.

Research shows that more than 3,000
ethnic groups around the world eat
insects regularly. During anthropological
fieldwork in the Yucatan region of
Mexico, Daniella Martin learned that the
Mayans traditionally ate insects in order
to add protein to their diets. Now her
site Girl Meets Bug promotes both the
environmental and culinary benefits of
eating bugs.

Insects are far more ecologically efficient
to produce, in terms of the space and
food they require and the waste they
output. There is an incredible diversity
of insect species to choose from — the
United Nations says that the number
is at least 1,000. And their life cycle is
short and prolific. Finally, the likelihood
of a pathogen jumping from insects
to humans is quite low, thanks to the
biological gap between us. In a world
with mad cow and H1N1, that’s not
insignificant.

No less an authority than the United
Nations promotes insect consumption
as a way to reduce global hunger and
pollution. Insects contain healthy fatty
acids like linoleic acid and omega 3 fatty
acids and are easily grown in all kinds
of climates. They are complete protein
sources, meaning they have all the amino
acids humans need to get from their diet.
Some species like crickets have more
protein per 100 grams of dry weight than
cod or beef.
Bugs are also an environmentally
sustainable source of animal protein,
unlike most of the other sources we
tend to eat. Seventy percent of the
agricultural land on this planet is used
to raise livestock. And aside from the

All of this sounds a bit intense, for sure.
Yes, other cultures eat bugs and have
for years, but we have the option not
to, for now anyway. But as countries
become richer, they consume more
animal protein, and wealth is growing
quickly in populous nations like India
and China. Meanwhile, we’re already
eating more than our fair share of meat
here in North America: the average
American consumes 12 ounces of
protein a day from meat, well above the
recommendation of five to seven ounces
from all sources. Right now it’s a trend,
but insects on your plate might be closer
to reality than you expect.

Lifestyles
NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN
FLOOR BY EMILY DEMING

FEBRUARY 2015

River into Georgestown as I fell wholly in

through my skin each time I come home.

love. The victorians along Bannerman park,
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BREAKFAST: Egg-in-the-Hole. Butter slice
of bread on both sides; cut a hole in the centre

just shabby enough to signal there may be a

How many times in the last two decades have

and fry with an egg in the middle. Flip, cook

place for me there, or somewhere close by.

I found myself on my real and metaphorical

yolk through and eat like a piece of toast.

Then on through downtown and faded pub

kitchen floor, cold and emptied, having thrown

signs tucked into alleys behind piles of grey

off all burdensome and reassuring scaffolding

LUNCH: Microfauxne Cocktail Salad. Fill a

plow snow, whispering “we are worth the

of whatever life I had just built. Only to find

regular ice cream cone (unsweetened) with

work” “never mind cold feet” “comfort and

that what I had built wouldn’t hold my weight

a scoop of an avocado and some pre-cooked

To St. John’s, on our 5th

intrigue here inside by side." My first night I

as I tried to climb onto my feet come morning.

cocktail shrimp, sprinkle with lemon and salt.

Anniversary,

followed the whispers to The Ship, butterflies

Now these past 5 years, I have had you

[alternatives: egg salad, chicken salad.]

swimming in pints inside me.

surrounding me, laid out for me to embrace

A Love Letter and
an RPM Menu

You look to me today, just the way you
looked while I was driving through each
of your neighbourhoods for the first time.
Years, houses, careers, and a family later
I can still remember that first view. I hold
each landmark up and compare it, new
eyes versus accustomed eyes. Oh my
Newfoundhome, you imprinted on me from
that first airport pick-up. My heart dropping
into my stomach in the back of a taxi on the
small roller coaster dell crossing Rennies

THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

and trample each time I’ve burnt my house

SUPPER: Buckwheat Pancakes - 2C flour

But I know what happens to new love. It

down the night before or pulled the pin on my

(mix of buckwheat/wholewheat/white), 2C

mellows and it softens into background,

job, or scared away some other kind of love

milk and yoghurt mixed, 2 eggs, 1/2 tsp

or it hardens into foundation, or it fades

by falling through my front door when I should

salt, 1 tsp soda, 2 tbsp oil/melted butter. Mix

altogether, or it explodes and burns the sap

have been wiping my boots and putting on the

and fry in butter/oil. Nutritious, easy and

right out of you and leaves you smelling of

kettle. You are always old and never tired. St

they make great cold PB&J sandwiches for

creosote and bitters. It only stays gold in

John’s, you are the love of my life. I am yours.

tomorrow’s equally rushed lunch.

sonnets and romance novels. Well I don’t

Be mine. Be all of ours.

constant welcome cliché of my island fate,

RPM MENU: NO TIME FOR DISHES

over booze. We are in this for the next four

but that drive from the airport, through town,

WITH TEN SONGS TO WRITE AND

weeks and nothing says “artist” like wine

down towards the harbour still thrills me

RECORD!

glass rings on hand written sheet music

number-two, I’d often get surges

flesh pod into the future. My last hope for a

person on earth who’ll be fascinated by mine.

of OH GOD WHAT HAVE I DONE,

comfortable retirement (Max wants to be Lego

When she screams to be fed, I happily oblige,

Batman when he grows up). Jokes aside, she

despite the knives in my nipples. I watch her

is my final child. All her firsts will be my lasts.

face switch instantly from frantic to serene,

which cued the inner bitch slap
and pep talk: “Pull yourself together,

Last Baby Blues

DRINK: For once I recommend beer/wine

know whether Shakespeare or Steele is the

woman. After this last kick in the cooter,

calmed with knowing the waiting is almost

you’ll never have to do this again. Just get

But there’s a bright spot in these last baby

it over with.” I was terrified. My red vadge of

blues. I still don’t really know what I’m doing,

I wanted to have a second

courage was a big, fat lie.

but I’m different this time. More aware. More

When she groans and grunts all night long

child, but I didn’t want to have

patient during moments that drove me to

from her bassinet by my bed, providing the

But along with my baby girl came a surprise

drink the first time 'round.

soundtrack for my zombie apocalyptic dreams,

a second child. I wanted to

emotion. There was the relief of “having it

blast Stevie Wonder’s “Isn’t She

over with,” yes, but there was something else

When she performs The Great Shatsby for the

too. An unexpected melancholy – that I would

umpteenth time today, I laugh instead of sigh.

Lovely?” and dream about the

never be doing this again. WHAT THE. WHO

Then I take bets on how far up her back the butt

When she cries, I try everything I can to

little girl growing inside me.

AM I EVEN? BURN MY BOOK. SLAP MY BIG

mud goes. How can I be grossed out by her?

soothe her. My dinner can go cold. My family

STUPID FACE.

She’ll be last little person to poop in my eye.

can say I’m spoiling her. The whole world can

But instead, for nine months,
all I could think about was the
damage her arrival would cause
to my Village Ghetto Land.

over, the ginger nectar is near.

I shake it off. She will be the last little walker to
torture me so. I’ll sleep soundly when I’m dead.

bite me. She will be the last baby to cry in my
Now don’t get me wrong, I don’t want to give

When she projectile pukes on my favourite

arms, and these arms have nothing better to

birth a third time. I never want to be pregnant

shirt, I wipe her sweet lips. This is the mouth

do than hold her.

again. Like, ever. Take your sperm elsewhere,

that will tell me she hates me one day, but first,

Ryan Gosling. Every night during the entire

this is the mouth that will call me Mommy.

third trimester, I whispered “snip snip” in my

And when she’s a cranky pants and making
this column impossible to finish, I waltz her

If you’ve read my book, MotherFumbler,

husband’s ear as he slept. The Bearded Oyster

When she looks at me all wide-eyed at four

around the living room, holding her warm

you’re not surprised. The introduction was

was not yet closed, but it was selling off the

freakin’ A.M., I smile through my yawn and

head to my chest and whispering rock ballads

titled “Hell Hath No Fury Like a Woman Torn.”

last of its stock.

hold her gaze for as long as she’ll have me. I

in her ear. I close my eyes and breathe her in.

study every part of her face – her shapely nose,

She smells like newness with a sprinkle of

Apparently my five-year hiatus from the
pudding club healed my baby cannon but not

The surprise sadness came with the sudden

her serious brow, her extra chins. This will

sugar. She will be the last baby I dance with.

my brain. Even while super prego with kid

knowledge that this wee one is IT. My last

be the last face I ever love. And she is the last

Isn’t she lovely?
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Science!
WITH CHAD PELLEY

Aphrodisiacs: Are They
For Real, and How Do
They Work?
More than any other month, people who
lack natural charm, or couples whose
chemistry is kaput, turn to the power of
aphrodisiacs to get lucky in the short, cold
month of Valentine’s.
Aphrodisiacs are food thought to get you
in the mood, but whether it’s all in your
head that food might get you head is up
for debate. Hot foods for example – like
chilli or curry – are thought to heat up
passion between the two people sharing
that meal. The idea is that warming
foods like chillies, cinnamon, or curry
make our blood boil in the good way for
each other. But that sounds as silly as
the argument that foods that like look
like genitalia (bananas, oysters, etc) act
as aphrodisiacs– because bananas and
oysters are composed of ingredients that
simply cannot physiologically stimulate
either of the sexes – they’re just water,
protein, minerals, carbohydrate, fat, some
salts, and glycogen.
However, when it comes to things like
chocolate (the darker the better for their
higher cacao content) there’s actually
some science to the theory foods can
legitimately turn us on. Cacao contains a
chemical scientist have dubbed the “bliss
molecule.” It’s called anandamide, and it
creates a measurable chemical reaction in
our brains – it can be scientifically proven
that it makes us feel good. But not good
as in sexy good, just good. However, in
addition to the “bliss molecule,” chocolate
also contains what food scientists call the

“love molecule”: phenylethylamine (also
found in almonds), which releases the feelgood chemical dopamine during sex. To
complete the trio of aphrodisiac perfecta,
chocolate also contains arginine, an amino
acid responsible for the synthesis of nitric
oxide; nitric oxide increases blood flow to
the genitals, which facilitates both erections
in men and lubrication in women. And
according to the internet-based rumour
mills, arginine also increases clitoral
sensation, amplifying female orgasm.
Since word of this science has gotten
out, some pretty wild cultural aphrodisiac
practices have emerged, proving that
people really will do anything for sex. Take
the people of Zimbabwe, who drink baboon
urine. They mix it with beer to get it down,
but it is what it is: baboon piss. It makes
the South American tradition of giving
newlyweds a box of giant leaf-cutter ants
as a wedding gift seem way less disgusting.
(Newsflash – if you need to eat ants to
want to tear the tux or wedding dress of
your new life partner – not a good start.)
Lastly, the Japanese claim that the tingling
sensation one gets from eating blowfish
– a ridiculously poisonous fish – increases
sexual arousal. Blowfish, sold as “fugu,”
must be prepared by top, licensed chefs
because if you eat the wrong part of one it’ll
kill you. It’s an aphrodisiac boost literally
worth (maybe) dying for?
So while there are indeed some foods one
could send to the pretty man or woman at
the other end of the restaurant, in the hopes
of getting a hug or something more out of
them, keep in mind nothing beats being a
riveting conversationalist who knows how
to charm a person with properly paced
mental stimulation, followed by the power
of touch – two things proven to arouse us
far more than far-reaching food-based
boosts to libido. It’s cheaper, safer, and
more readily accessible than buying them
blowfish or monkey piss.

Three foods commonly thought of as aphrodisiacs for Women:
Fenugreek, dark chocolate, cinnamon/nutmeg
Three foods commonly thought of as aphrodisiacs for men:
Honey, artichokes, avocado

A Boozy Education: What’s the difference between
Bourbon and Whiskey? Every bottle of bourbon is a bottle of
whiskey. There are subtypes of whiskey, and bourbon is one. To
be a bourbon is to be a whiskey that was made in the USA (typically
Kentucky), and the most notable difference is that bourbons are made
primarily from corn, as opposed to barley or rye (like most whiskeys). Bourbons must
also be aged in oak charred barrels, and for at least 2 years.

THE PONDERED PINT
WITH CHRIS CONWAY

The American
Craft Beer: The IPA
The American take on the
India Pale Ale (IPA) has
become one of the most
popular and in-demand
craft beer styles.
While these ales have a long history, they
are currently enjoyed largely as a showcase
for hops. Hops, which look like soft, green
pinecones, impart bitterness but also, when
added later in the brewing process, amazing
aromas ranging from pine to grapefruit to
tropical fruits like mango and guava.
The history of the IPA is somewhat muddled.
Some have suggested that this name comes
from ales that were highly hopped for shipping
to colonial India from England. Hops, known
for their preservative effects, could potentially
keep the beer from spoiling in barrels during
the long voyage.
Recent research, presented by Stone Brewing
Company’s Mitch Steele in his book IPA,
complicates this popular theory. While hoppy
pale ales were being shipped to India, they
had many similarities with ales brewed for
domestic consumption. The IPA name became
something of a marketing gimmick used by
some British breweries to indicate a quality ale.
During the 20th century tastes changed toward
cleaner, crisper, and lightly hopped pale lagers.
Many breweries discontinued their IPAs,
though some like Labatt continued to have

a flagship IPA into the 1960s. American craft
brewers like Sierra Nevada and homebrewers
in California, when it was legalized in the state
in 1978, began rebelling against what they
saw as bland, fizzy, yellow lager in the 1970s
and experimenting with hops like Cascade
which were unpopular with large commodity
breweries. Modeling their ales after the few
remaining IPA examples, like the Americanbrewed Ballantine IPA, these brewers
virtually reinvented the style by emphasizing
bolder, North American grown hops, using
less expressive yeast, and reducing residual
sweetness.
As craft brewing grew, new hop varieties like
Chinook and Centennial offered more flavour
and more bitterness. For a while it was trendy
to bash drinkers over the head with hoppy
bitterness, however, recently newer hops
like Amarillo and Citra have driven brewers
to create more balanced, citrusy and tropical
IPAs. With new sub-5% alcohol “session” IPAs,
roasty Black IPAs, hoppy India Pale Lagers, and
Witbier-hybrid White IPAs rolling out, brewers
have found no shortage of ways to integrate a
bigger, fruity hop presence into their beers. The
shorthand for hoppy has become “IPA.”
Visit any grocery store in the United States and
you’ll be confronted with dozens of possible
ways to get your hop fix. While Newfoundland
has a great British IPA from Quidi Vidi Brewery
and fantastic American IPAs from Yellowbelly,
Muskoka’s Mad Tom IPA is our only regular option
for the bold, hoppy flavours of American IPAs.
Fortunately, there are talented homebrewers in
Newfoundland who produce amazing IPAs. The
recent Newfoundland homebrew competition
yielded twenty-two unique examples with Chad
Levesque’s tasty offering taking first prize.
If you can’t find an IPA on the shelves, find a
homebrewer friend. Hop aromas quickly fade with
age, so it’s best to drink your American IPAs as
fresh as possible and direct from the source.
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Winter Special!
Buy 2 Jugs of Draft...

Made here.

Loved everywhere.
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